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Abstract 

 

Scaling Scope Bounded Checking using Incremental Approaches 

 

 

 

 

Divya Gopinath, MSE 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2010 

 

Supervisor:  Sarfraz Khurshid 

 

 Bounded Verification is an effective technique for finding subtle bugs in object-

oriented programs. Given a program, its correctness specification and bounds on the input 

domain size, scope bounded checking translates bounded code segments into formulas in 

boolean logic and uses off the shelf satisfiability solvers to search for correctness 

violations. However, scalability is a key issue of the technique, since for non-trivial 

programs, the formulas are often complex and can choke the solvers. This thesis 

describes approaches which aim to scale scope bounded checking by utilizing syntactic 

and semantic information from the code to split a program into sub-programs which can 

be checked incrementally. It presents a thorough evaluation of the approaches and 

compares their performance with existing bounded verification techniques. Novel ideas 

for future work, specifically a specification slicing driven splitting approach, are 

proposed to further improve the scalability of bounded verification. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

Software systems continue to be plagued by failures due to defects introduced 

during software development. Studies have estimated software errors to account for 

between 25% and 35% of system downtime [1]. Thus, software verification techniques 

which aim to detect bugs in programs play an indispensable role in the software 

development life-cycle.  

1.1 SOFTWARE VERIFICATION DOMAIN 

The main challenge in software verification is to address the trade-off between the 

accuracy of the methodology which translates to the amount of confidence in software 

obtained from verification and the cost involved in applying the technique. Accuracy 

mainly encompasses the soundness of the process in reporting bugs correctly (no false 

negatives or false positives) and completeness in covering the entire state space and 

ensuring that no bugs are present. Cost encompasses the investment in time and money to 

check the system. This involves time to execute the verification process, training and 

automation costs, modular verification of programs as standalone entities (especially 

important in the current trend of distributed software development) so on.  The range of 

techniques that have emerged in the software verification domain can be categorized in 

their ability to address this trade-off.  

Testing techniques [47] lie on one end of the spectrum and focus on exhaustive 

generation of test inputs and execution of code on every input to detect violation of 

expected properties. While they start providing results at very low cost and ensure no 

false negatives, their completeness or coverage of code and state space is poor. Hence the 

costs involved in obtaining high level of confidence about the entire system is huge 

(involves investment in test selection, generation, coverage analysis and automation). 
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Formal verification techniques such as theorem proving, on the other hand, analyze the 

entire program and its specification as a problem in mathematical logic and aim to 

produce a proof of correctness. Though they support modular verification, guarantee 

completeness and hence provide a high level of confidence in the system, the investment 

in training to obtain expertise in such techniques is huge. Static Analysis techniques such 

as ESC/Java [4], TVLA [2], and SATURN [3] try to strike a middle ground. They do so 

by resorting to abstraction (i.e. translation of code into a form amenable for analysis), by 

checking simple, generic specifications such as null pointer derefences, array bounds 

exceeded exceptions or by requiring users to provide specifications in addition to 

correctness properties. They thus suffer from lack of accuracy and can’t be employed to 

check rich properties representing the behavior of complex data structures without 

incurring high cost. Model checking techniques like Java Path Finder [48] and SPIN [43] 

support Bounded Verification. They explicitly model and exhaustively search the state 

space within given bounds or limits on the size of the input domain. They can thus check 

rich properties within the given bounds and involve no abstraction. But they don’t 

support modular verification and also suffer from poor scalability due to state-space 

explosion at high bounds. 

1.2 BOUNDED MODULAR VERIFICATION OF CODE USING SAT 

This thesis builds on a previously developed approach for Bounded Modular 

Verification of code using SAT solvers [18]. Specifically the Forge framework [5, 6, 7] is 

used as a baseline implementation for the evaluation. The basic principle of Forge 

combines the concepts of bounded verification from model checking and modular 

analysis of code from formal verification techniques.  Given bounds on the input size and 

length of execution paths, it translates Java code and its specification into a formula in 
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boolean satisfiability and uses off-the shelf SAT solver to find a solution. The solution 

represents a counter-example to the correctness specification (candidate input structure 

and corresponding code trace representing erroneous executions). The formula is 

constructed by conjoining the code constraints with the negation of the post-condition 

specifications, thus pruning the state space in a goal oriented fashion which aids in 

reducing the time to find counter-examples. Since the state space being searched is 

bounded, when no counter-examples are thrown there isn’t a guarantee that the code is 

bug free. The success of this bounded verification approach rests on an idea called the 

“small-scope hypothesis,” which is the expectation that bugs will usually have small 

examples [8]. Figure 1.1 highlights that the Forge technique strikes a balance in the cost 

vs. confidence trade-off with testing and theorem-proving lying in the two extremes. For 

a given cost, Forge offers greater confidence than obtained from testing. Forge can 

achieve a given confidence level for lesser cost than theorem proving techniques. 

Figure 1.1:  The Forge Tradeoff [6].  
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1.2.1 Incremental Approaches to improve Scalability 

While Scope Bounded Checking techniques that use off-the-shelf solvers have 

been used effectively for finding bugs [6, 7], scalability remains a challenging problem. 

These approaches have a basic limitation: they require translating the bounded code 

segment of entire program into one input formula for the solver, which solves the 

complete formula. For non-trivial programs, the translated formulas can be quite complex 

and the solvers can fail to find a counterexample in a desired amount of time. When a 

solver times out, typically there is no information about the likely correctness of the 

program checked or the coverage of the analysis completed. 

D. Shao et al [9] recently proposed a divide-and-solve approach, where smaller 

segments of bounded code are translated and analyzed. Even if the encoding or analysis 

of some segments time out, other segments can still be analyzed to get useful results. The 

insight is that bounded code segments, which can be viewed as a set of (possible) 

execution paths, naturally lend to incremental checking through a partitioning of the set, 

where each partition represents a sub-set of paths. The partitions can be checked 

independently, and thus the problem of scope-bounded checking for the given program 

reduces to several sub-problems, where each sub-problem requires the constraint solver 

to check a less complex formula, thereby likely reducing the solver’s overall workload. 

1.2.1.1 Program Splitting Strategies 

 The prerequisite to applying an incremental approach to checking bounded code 

segments is to select an appropriate vertex in the program’s (bounded) computation graph 

for splitting. The strategy employed by D. Shao et al, uses information from the 

program’s control-flow, specifically the number of branch nodes, to split the program 

into sub-programs. While the approach demonstrates better scalability than the traditional 

approach of checking the whole program, the splitting strategy is limited to the 
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syntactical structure of the program and fails to exploit the program semantics. Since the 

complexity of the translated formulae comes from both the control and data flow of the 

program, the use of data-flow in addition to control-flow in defining splitting strategies is 

likely to further reduce the workload of the constraint solvers [10]. The key insight of the 

incremental approaches is a “sliding rule” that allows controlling the number and 

complexity of the sub-formulas based on the type and complexity of the program under 

consideration and the capabilities of the underlying solvers. 

1.3 PURPOSE OF THE THESIS 

The objectives of this thesis are as follows, 

• To developed incremental approaches to scope-bounded checking of programs. 

Specifically a new splitting strategy based on the Data Flow of the program is 

presented (co-designed with D. Shao) [46]. 

• To perform an evaluation to study the efficacy of the syntactic and semantic 

analysis based splitting strategies in improving scalability. 

The Forge framework, which works on the principle of scope bounded checking 

of programs by translation to SAT formulae, is the platform on which the implementation 

and evaluations have been performed. 

1.4 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE THESIS 

The contributions of the work performed in this thesis are as follows, 

• Data-flow based incremental scope-bounded checking:  A new computation 

graph splitting algorithm is presented which utilizes the flow of data in a program 

to adaptively adjust the size and the number of sub-graphs.  
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• Evaluation of scalability of Forge: The evaluations performed using Forge 

earlier focused on its ability to perform sound checking of rich structural 

properties of standard data structures and its ability to catch subtle bugs efficiently 

[6,7]. But the problem of evaluating the performance of the tool as the size and 

complexity of the input domain increases though acknowledged earlier [11], 

hasn’t been dealt with. In order to pitch Forge as a viable verification tool in the 

software industry, it is essential to investigate how it scales. This thesis discusses 

the application of the tool to check the Intentional Naming System [12], a 

resource discovery architecture for mobile networks. This study represents the 

most significant application of Forge till date to our knowledge. The evaluation 

performed acts as a motivation to investigate into better approaches to handle the 

scalability of the tool.  

• Evaluation of incremental approaches to scope-bounded checking: Methods 

of standard data structures, which are ubiquitous in object oriented programs such 

as the classes in Sun Java Collection Framework, have been used to investigate 

the performance of the incremental strategies. A case-study of a real world 

application (169 methods of the KOA Voting System [11]) has also been 

performed to evaluate the efficacy of the techniques in handling actual programs 

being used in the industry. 

• Future Directions: Based on the analysis of the evaluation results, novel ideas 

guiding future work in the bounded verification domain have been proposed. 

Specifically, an idea of integrating specification slicing with splitting of code is 

demonstrated using an illustrative example. 
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1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 

The organization of this thesis is as follows, 

Chapter 2 gives a background about the concepts of scope bounded checking and 

translation of high level object oriented programs into relational logic. It also describes 

the architecture and functionality of Forge tool in detail. It then elaborates on the 

principle, algorithm and implementation details of the incremental approaches to scope 

bounded checking. 

Chapter 3 describes the program splitting strategies pivotal to incremental 

checking. It explains the control flow based splitting approach and then goes on to 

describe the motivation, idea and algorithm details of the data flow based splitting 

approach proposed as part of this thesis. 

Chapter 4 describes the evaluation conducted to compare the scalability of 

incremental approaches with traditional whole program checking and a variant of 

symbolic execution. 

Chapter 5 explores avenues for future work in scaling scope bounded checking. It 

outlines on an idea based on the integration of specification slicing with program slicing. 

Chapter 6 presents related work and Chapter 7 summarizes and concludes the 

thesis. 

Note that since scope-bounded checking performs modular verification of code 

written in object oriented languages, the terms “program”, and “method” and “procedure” 

are used interchangeably referring to the stand-alone module being verified against all 

calling contexts. 
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Chapter 2: Background 

2.1 RELATIONAL MODEL OF THE HEAP 

The basic principle of bounded verification is to build a relational view of the 

heap or the state of a Java program given bounds on the number of heap objects as input.  

Alloy, a declarative specification language based on first order relational logic, provides 

constructs to model object oriented programs in relational logic and check them against 

specifications expressed as theorems [16, 17]. Every class and primitive type (integer and 

Boolean) is modeled as a domain or a super set comprising of the universe of 

atoms/instances under that type. Local variables and arguments of methods are modeled 

as singleton sets (scalars) which are subsets of these domains. Relations are combined 

with a variety of operators to form expressions. Each field of a class is modeled as a 

binary relational composition (dot operator) between domains. Operators such as 

transitive closure and reflexive transitive closure are used on binary relations between 

same types to traverse through a set of identical objects.  

Alloy specifications can be analyzed automatically using the Alloy Analyzer 

engine (AA). AA translates the specification into a propositional formula and then into 

boolean satisfiability in a form called Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF), comprising of 

conjunctions of clauses which are disjunctions of variables. It uses SAT solving 

technology [49] to generate instances that satisfy the properties expressed in the 

specification. AA can be used to check the correctness of theorems; an instance of a 

specification that expresses the negation of an assumed theorem provides a 

counterexample to that theorem. But manually modeling the functionality of imperative 

code (especially recursive) in a declarative language like Alloy is cumbersome and 

requires expertise. The abstraction involved can compromise soundness and accuracy.  
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2.2 MODELING COMPUTATION IN RELATIONAL LOGIC 

The concept of directly converting a procedure written in high level object 

oriented language like Java into relational logic was introduced by Vaziri et al in a tool 

called JAlloy [18]. Given input bounds on the size of each type and the length of the 

execution paths, the tool encodes the control flow and data flow of a procedure in 

relational logic using Alloy. Data-flow is encoded as relational operations on sets and 

relations. Within an expression in a Java statement, field deference is encoded as 

relational join, and an update to a field is encoded as relational override. For a branch 

statement, predicates on variables or expressions are encoded as corresponding formulas 

with relational expressions. Control flow is encoded based on the Computation Graph of 

the procedure which is obtained by unrolling loops and inlining recursive method calls as 

many times as specified by the input bounds parameter. Each statement in a method or a 

procedure is expressed as a constraint defining a relation between its input and output 

state and each execution path as a conjunction of these constraints. Methods/Procedures 

comprise of independent execution paths and are expressed as the disjunction of the 

formulae for each path, thus yielding a relational formula P(s, s’) (s – pre state, s’ - post 

state). The code constraints are then conjoined with the negation of the method’s 

specifications written in Alloy S(s, s’), to yield the following formula, 

𝑃𝑃(𝑠𝑠, 𝑠𝑠′) ∧  ¬𝑆𝑆(𝑠𝑠, 𝑠𝑠′) 

This formula is equivalent to the negation of 𝑃𝑃(𝑠𝑠, 𝑠𝑠′) ⟹  𝑆𝑆(𝑠𝑠, 𝑠𝑠′), the claim that 

every execution of the procedure satisfies the specification.  This formula is then fed to 

the Alloy Analyzer which then uses off the shelf SAT solvers to find a solution by 

converting the relational constraints into boolean satisfiability logic. 
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2.3 THE FORGE FRAMEWORK 

The Forge framework [5, 6] builds on the JAlloy principle, but has many 

improvements. 

• First of all, instead of directly encoding the control flow and data flow in Alloy, 

Forge uses a symbolic execution technique for the translation of code into 

relational logic. This results in much more compact and faster translation and also 

emulates the actual execution of the code. 

• Secondly, instead of using Alloy Analyzer for translation of relational constraints 

to boolean logic, Forge exploits the advantages of a recently developed model 

finding technology called Kodkod [19] (improved symmetry breaking, improved 

sharing detection, and support for partial instances). 

• Finally, instead of directly expressing procedures written in high level language in 

relational logic, they are first represented using Forge Intermediate Language 

(FIR), a simple relational programming language that is amenable to analysis. 

FIR is intended to be produced by a mechanical translation from a conventional 

high-level programming language, but a user could also program in FIR directly. 

Specifications in FIR can involve arbitrary first-order logic, plus a relational 

calculus that includes transitive closure. The advantage of this is that, unlike 

JAlloy, Forge could be used to check code written in any high level language 

provided it can be converted into FIR (CForge [20] converts C to FIR). Also, FIR 

includes specification statements which enable replacing called modules with 

their specifications rather than having to inline their code, thus enabling modular 

verification in true sense. Forge also includes its own coverage metric, analogous 

to those used in testing tools, which, in the absence of counterexamples, can 

identify the subset of the code that was not explored. 
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JForge is a front-end tool (available as an Eclipse plug-in), which can directly 

work on code written in the Java language and specifications written in the JForge 

Specification Language (JFSL) [21] and converts it into FIR. JFSL is a light-weight 

specification language amenable to automated bounded verification. It attempts to 

address challenges of specification languages for object oriented code such as 

inheritance, frame conditions, dynamic dispatch, and method calls inside specifications in 

the context of bounded verification. JMLForge is a front-end tool which can analyze 

programs annotated with specifications written in an existing widely used specification 

language called the Java Modeling Language [22, 23]. 

2.3.1 Architecture and Functionalities of the tool 

Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of Forge, as presented by G. Dennis [6].  The 

black circles represent the modules applicable and developed specific to the Forge 

framework, while the grey circles represent existing technology; and the white circles 

represent features for the future. The user inputs taken in by the forge framework are the 

Java method and specifications written in JFSL/JML and bounds, which comprise of 

the following, 

• Number of times to unroll each loop and recursive call. 

• Bit width limiting the range of FIR integers. 

• Scope for each type, i.e., a limit on the number of its instances that may exist in 

any heap reached during execution. 
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of Forge [6] 

The tool supports three forms of analysis, 

• "Checking" of a method annotated with pre and post conditions. If any of the 

constraints in the post-conditions are violated, a trace of the counter-example is 

produced which represents the concrete symbolic execution path. Specifications 

in the post-conditions can be broken down into distinct cases and checked 

independently. This enables tracking the progress of the verification, partial 

verification when some cases take too long to check and also aids in debugging 

the code based on the exact specification case which got violated. 

• "Simulation" of a method which attempts to find an initial state satisfying the pre-

conditions and executes the method's body or procedure on it. This ensures that 

there are no over-constraints in the pre-conditions of the method or the invariants 

of the class. 

• "Inlining", which attempts to find a post-state from the given initial state using 

only method specifications. 
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2.4 INCREMENTAL APPROACH TO CHECKING PROGRAMS 

2.4.1 Basic Principle 

As the program and bounds on its inputs increases in size and complexity, the 

load to the SAT solver (the size of the formula and domain size) becomes huge. This 

chokes the solver, resulting in no meaningful result being returned in a reasonable 

amount of time. In order to address this scalability issue, a divide and conquer approach 

was recently developed [9] wherein instead of converting the whole computation graph of 

the procedure into a single formula, the computation graph is split into smaller sub-

graphs, which yield smaller and less complex formula that are solved separately and 

incrementally (in the ascending order of the size).  

To illustrate, given a procedure Proc and its pre-condition Pre and post-condition 

Post, the traditional method employed in Forge solves following formula, 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ∧ 𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃) ∧  ¬𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 

 Given bounds on loop unrolling (and recursion depth), the translate () function 

translates the bounded code fragments of procedure Proc from Java into a first order 

logic formula. The bounded execution fragment of a program that is checked represents a 

set of possible execution paths. Before translating the fragment into relational logic, the 

incremental approach implicitly partitions the set of paths using an appropriate splitting 

strategy, which splits the given program into several sub-programs, each representing a 

smaller bounded execution fragment 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆1 , …. ,𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 . 

𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃) =  �𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ
𝑡𝑡

𝑖𝑖=1

(𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖) 

Function path (p) represents the set of paths for a bounded execution segment p. 

To check the procedure Proc against pre-condition Pre and post-condition Post, the 

bounded execution fragment of each sub-program is translated into a first order logic 
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formula and checked for correctness separately and incrementally (in the ascending order 

of the size). Thus checking the formula for the whole program becomes equivalent to 

checking the smaller formulae corresponding to each of the sub-programs {𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ∧

𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃(𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆1) ∧  ¬𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡, ………,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ∧ 𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃(𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡) ∧  ¬𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡}.  

2.4.2 Algorithm Details 

The computation graph splitting algorithm is based on a vertex-based sub-graph 

analysis technique which can preserve the semantics (w.r.t. to the given scope) of a 

program while splitting it into sub-programs. Given a vertex, two sub-programs are 

constructed: one sub-program has all paths that go through the vertex and the other sub-

program has all paths that bypass that vertex. The vertex-based path partitioning 

guarantees behavioral equivalence and consistency between the original program and 

sub-programs. 

Definition: Given a vertex v in a computation graph cg, go-through-sub(v) is a sub-

graph of cg that has and only has all paths that go through vertex v; and bypass-

sub(v) is a sub-graph of cg that has and only has all paths that by-pass vertex v[9]. 

Figure 2.2 presents a generic implementation framework in Java for the splitting 

algorithm. The heuristic for selecting the vertex for splitting is represented by the Splitter 

interface. Given program p, below are the steps to perform the vertex-based splitting. 

Translate p into p’ where p’ represents the computation graph of p, i.e., the loops in p 

are unrolled and method calls in-lined to generate p.  

• Represent p’ as a graph CG = (V, E) where V is a set of vertices such that each 

statement in p’ has a corresponding vertex in V, and E is a set of edges such that 

each control-flow edge in p’ has a corresponding edge in E. For each edge e = 

(u, v), u=e.form, and v = e.to. 
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• Apply a splitting strategy (a Splitter) to split CG into sub-graphs 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶1 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 … 

and 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 .  

• Recursively split each sub-graph 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖   if needed. 

• With the given specifications and bounds to scope, translate each of them into a 

CNF formula. 

• Sort formulas according to clauses, variables, and primary variables. 

• Call solver to solve these formulas sequentially until a solution is found or all 

formulas are solved. 

The number of times the graphs are to be split recursively is specified by an input 

parameter called rounds. The splitting algorithm ensures that the sub-graphs generated 

after splitting are syntactically correct and are behavior preserving. 

 
Solution check (ComputationGraph cg, Specification spec, Bound bound,   
      Splitter sp, int round) 
    { 
        ArrayList<ComputationGraph>  subgraph,  tmp; 
        ArrayList<CNF>  cnf; 
        Solution  sol; 
        subgraph.add (cg); 
            for (int i = 0; i < round; i++) { 
                for (ComputationGraph sub:  subgraph)    
                    tmp.addAll(sp.split(sub)); 
   subgraph.clear(); 
   subgraph.addAll(tmp); 
   tmp.clear(); 
            } 
            for (int i = 0; i < subgraph.size(); i++) { 
                CNF f = solver.translate(subgraph.get(i), spec, bound); 
                cnf.add(f); 
            } 
            sort(cnf); 
            for (int i = 0; i < cnf.size(); i++) { 
                sol = solver.solve(cnf.get(i)); 
                if (sol.satisfiable())  return sol; 
            } 
            return null; 
    } 

Figure 2.2: Sub program based Checking Algorithm [9] 
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The advantage of incremental checking over traditional whole program analysis is 

that as the sub-formulae get solved, intermediate results are obtained, thus increasing 

user’s level of confidence in the system’s robustness. The sub-graphs being independent 

could also be solved in parallel, resulting in the worst case time being the maximum 

solving time of any sub-graph. Even if solved sequentially the sum of the solving times of 

all the sub-graphs is still expected to be lesser than the total solving time of the whole 

computation graph. This is because not only would the size of the sub-formulae be less, 

they would also be less complex, hence the solver would be presented with a series of 

smaller and a simpler problems, to which it can respond faster than the time required to 

analyze and solve a single huge complex formula. 

2.4.3 Implementation Details 

The incremental approaches are based on splitting strategies (Chapter 3) which 

divide the whole computation graph into sub-graphs. These have been implemented by 

modifying the source codes of Forge, JForge and JMLForge. Figure 2.3 highlights the 

new functionalities introduced into Forge. The code has been altered to take in the 

splitting strategy and the number of rounds of splitting as input. In the existing 

implementation, the transformation of the control flow graph into computation graph is 

done when the Forge Solver class is instantiated, wherein the Unrolls and Inline 

transformations get invoked to unroll loops and inline recursive method calls 

respectively. Alterations were made in the methods which create the solver to explicitly 

perform the transformations and invoke the new splitting algorithms to yield an array of 

sub-graphs. Separate sub-solvers are then created for each sub-graph and invoked 

separately. Each sub-graph is translated into an equivalent relational formula P(t, t’)  and 

its conjunction with the negation of the specification ¬S solved using Kodkod. 
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Figure 2.3: Incremental Checking Integrated into Forge Architecture [9] 
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Chapter 3: Program Splitting Strategies 

The incremental approach to checking programs requires the selection of a 

suitable vertex in the computation graph, to be used as pivot for dividing the whole graph 

into sub-graphs. There could be various heuristics involved in the selection of this vertex 

and we refer to these as the Splitting Strategies. This chapter first describes the splitting 

strategy proposed in previous work by D. Shao [9] namely Control Flow Based Splitting, 

and then describes a novel splitting strategy named Data Flow Based Splitting that we 

have developed in joint work with D. Shao [46]. 

3.1 CONTROL FLOW BASED SPLITTING 

3.1.1 Basic Idea 

Control flow based splitting strategy uses the syntactic structure of a procedure or 

the control flow information to select a suitable splitting vertex. The number of branches 

is used as a heuristic measure of the complexity of checking. To effectively divide the 

complexity of a program, the splitting vertex is selected such that the number of branch 

statements in each of the sub-programs is minimized. This strategy is referred to as the 

Branch based splitting strategy in this thesis. The rationale behind this strategy is that 

lesser the number of branch nodes in a sub program or sub graph, lesser would be number 

of paths to be analyzed. Reducing the number of branches would also reduce the number 

of path constraints (introduced during the symbolic execution based translation employed 

by Forge), thus reducing the size of the resulting formula. Hence this technique basically 

draws information from the syntactic structure of the code to yield sub-graphs which are 

syntactically simpler than the whole computation graph. 
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3.1.2 Algorithm 

Given a program represented by a computation graph cg, the steps for performing 

the splitting are as given below. The Java implementation of the algorithm, which 

corresponds to a heuristic implementing the Splitter interface, is shown in Figure 3.1. 

• For each vertex v of cg, construct two sub-graphs: cg.go-through(v) and 

cg.bypass-sub(v). Count the number of branch nodes in each sub-graph and 

use the larger value as the split-complexity for the splitting based on the vertex v. 

• Perform step 1 on all vertices and select the vertex that has the minimum split-

complexity. 

• Split cg based on the selected vertex. 

Compared with whole program analysis, the overhead of Branch based sub-

program analysis comprises of three additional parts, 

• T1: Calculation of reachability. Given a vertex, go-through and bypass sub-graph 

can be constructed by changing some branches statements reachable to the vertex 

into assume statements. 

• T2: Calculation number of branches for the each vertex-based splitting. 

• T3: Splitting according to the selected vertex. 

Given a computation graph CG = (V, E), T1 can be achieved by BFS (Breadth 

First Search). So the time complexity is O (|𝑉𝑉| + |𝐸𝐸|). T2 is the sum of branches can 

reach each vertex. Since branch statements reaching a vertex is a subset of V, T2 is not 

more than O (|𝑉𝑉|2). With the same reason, T3 is no more than O (|𝑉𝑉|). Since |𝐸𝐸| is no 

more than O (|𝑉𝑉|2), the summary of T1, T2, and T3 is at most O (|𝑉𝑉|2). 
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public class BranchSplitter implements Splitter { 
    List<ComputationGraph> split (ComputationGraph cg) 
    { 
        List<ComputationGraph>  subgraph;  
        for (Vertex v: cg.getVertices()) 
        { 
            int branch1 = cg.gothroughsub(v).branches().size(); 
            int branch2 = cg.bypass_sub(v).branches().size(); 
            int split_complexity = max(branch1, branch2); 
            if (split_complexity < current_complexity) 
            { 
                u = v; current_complexity = split_complexity; 
            } 
            subgraph.add(cg.go-through-sub(u)); 
            subgraph.add(cg.bypass-sub(u)); 
            return subgraph; 
        } 
    }; 

Figure 3.1: Algorithm for Branch Based Splitting [9] 

3.1.3 Example to illustrate Branch Based Splitting 

Consider a small example to illustrate the branch based program partitioning and 

algorithm. Suppose we want to check the contains() method of class IntList, 

shown in the Figure 3.2.2. An object of IntList represents a singly-linked list. The 

header field points to the first node in the list. Objects of the inner class Entry represent 

list nodes. The value field represents the (primitive) integer data in a node. The next 

field points to the next node in the list. The figure also shows an instance of IntList. 

Assume a bound on execution length of one loop unrolling. Figure 3.3.1 shows the 

program and its computation graph for this bound.  

Applying the above mentioned algorithm, the splitting complexity of every vertex 

can be calculated. For instance, the splitting complexity of vertex v11 can be calculated 

as follows, 

• For go-through sub-graph, go-through-edge(v11) = {v2→v11, v6→v11, 

v10→v11}; branches(Sub-CG(go-through-edge(v11)))= {v2, v6}; 
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• For bypass sub-graph, bypass-edge(v11) = {v3→v4, v7→v8}; 

branches(Sub-CG(bypass-edge(v11)))= {v3}; 

• For split-complexity, 

Split-complexity (v11) = max {|{ v2,v6}|, |{v3}|} = 2. 

This happens to be the minimum splitting complexity as compared to all other 

vertices in the computation graph. Hence the vertex v11 is chosen as the pivot to perform 

the splitting. Splitting the computation graph based on vertex v11 generates the go-

through sub-graph shown in Figure 3.3.2 and the bypass sub-graph shown in Figure 3.3 

.3. Thus the problem of checking the contains method using a bound of one loop 

unrolling is solved using two calls to SAT based on the two computation sub-graphs. In 

the figures, the broken lines in sub-graph indicate edges removed constructing this sub-

program during splitting. Gray nodes in a sub-graph denote that a branch statement in 

original program has been transformed into an assume statement. In the programs by the 

side of the computation graphs, the corresponding statements are shown in italic. Black 

nodes denote the statements removed during splitting. 
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Figure 3.2.1: IntList instance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2.2: IntList class with contains method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

public class IntList { 
    private Entry header = null; 
    private static class Entry { 
        int value; 
        Entry next; 
        Entry (int value, Entry next) 
        { 
            this.value = value; 
            this.next = next; 
        } 
    }; 
    public boolean contains (int key) { 
        Entry e = this.header; 
        while ( e != null) { 
            if (e.value == key){ 
                return true; 
            } 
            e = e.next; 
        } 
        return false; 
    } 
}; 

this header val=0 next 

val=1 next val=2 null 
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Figure 3.3.1:  IntList.contains() Computation Graph after 1 unroll [9] 

 

Figure 3.3.2:  Branch-based Splitting: go-through sub-graph [9] 
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Figure 3.3.3: Branch-based Splitting: bypass sub-graph [9] 
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3.2 DATA FLOW BASED SPLITTING 

This chapter describes the motivation, basic idea, algorithm and implementation 

details of our novel strategy which utilizes information from program semantics to split a 

program into sub-programs with the goal of enhancing the performance and scalability of 

the incremental checking in Forge (Chapter 2).  

3.2.1 Motivation 

The translation or mapping of a scope bounded Java code segment into relational 

constraints involves encoding both the control flow and the data flow of the program 

(Chapter 2). Forge performs this translation by employing a symbolic execution 

technique, which parses through the computation graph – forking and accumulating path 

constraints at branch points as well as creating new symbolic variables at places where 

the variables in the code (local variables mapped to scalars, fields of objects mapped to 

relations) get modified. The branch based splitting strategy explained in the previous 

section, targets reducing the size and complexity of the formulas corresponding to the 

sub-graphs, by focusing on keeping the number of branch nodes in each sub-graph 

minimum. While this is effective in reducing the number of paths to be analyzed and the 

size of the resulting formula, it doesn’t address the complexity introduced due to data 

flow encoding. Even programs with simple syntactic structures may involve large number 

of modifications to variables and fields, which result in a blow up in the number of new 

symbolic variables introduced, which in turn result in a non-linear almost exponential 

increase in the checking time as the scope of their respective types increases. The 

evaluation results in [9] reflect this fact, while for smaller and semantically simpler 

procedures like contains method of linked list, a maximum of 36X speed-up in solving 

times can be obtained by employing branch based splitting rather than whole program 
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checking, for the add() or contains() methods of a binary search tree which involve 

more syntactic and semantic complexity, the maximum speed-up in solving times is only 

around 12X. It was also observed that while the branch based splitting technique showed 

good scalability with increase in the number of unrolls for a fixed scope, it wasn’t the 

case when the scope was increased with a fixed value of the number of loop unrollings. 

The data flow based splitting strategy described in this chapter, aims to improve the 

scalability of incremental checking by proposing a better strategy to select the vertices to 

perform splitting, which would yield sub graphs which are less complex both 

syntactically and semantically. This strategy was designed jointly with D. Shao [46]. 

3.2.2 Basic Idea 

The basic idea of the data flow analysis based splitting strategy proposed is to 

split a program into sub-programs such that each sub-graph contains only one 

modification to a likely “most-modified” variable in the code. This strategy would be 

referred to as the VARDEF based splitting strategy in this thesis. The rationale behind 

this choice is that as variables get modified, new symbolic variables would need to get 

introduced during translation, eventually resulting in higher number of variables and 

clauses in the final CNF formulae. If the bounds on the state space increases, the total 

state space to be explored would increase non-linearly. This technique thus applies a 

heuristic to divide the whole computation graph into as many sub-graphs as required such 

that each sub-graph contains only one modification to a variable which happens to have 

the largest number of modifications spread-out in the code. Hence this technique uses 

semantic information of the code to yield sub-graphs which are not only smaller in size 

but also are semantically simpler. 
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 3.2.3 Algorithm 

Definition: Given a statement s in a program, reach-definition(s) = {(var, 

Def)} represents the definitions of variable var that can reach statement s, where Def 

is a set of statements such that for each statement d in Def, variable var is defined at 

statement d, and there is a control-flow path from d to s such that there is no other 

definition of variable var along that path [50, 9]. 

Given a program, its reaching definitions can be calculated by BFS (Breadth First 

Search) of its computation graph. The variable definition based splitting strategy employs 

reachability analysis to determine the variables whose definitions reach the Exit statement 

or the end of the code. The variable which has the most number of definitions reaching 

the end is the one which has the most number of wide-spread modifications. The vertices 

selected for splitting are those that defining new values for this variable. The variable 

definitions are separated such that each sub-graph has at most one variable definition that 

can reach the Exit statement. These vertices are unique to each sub-graph. 

Given that the computation graph of the program is represented as cg, the steps 

for variable definition based splitting are as follows,  

• Compute definitions reaching the Exit statement of cg. 

• Select the variable v, which has the most number of definitions reaching the Exit 

statement. 

• For each definition d of variable v, construct a sub-graph cg.go-through 

(d). This sub-graph has all the paths that visit d. 

• For each definition d and its go-through sub-graph sub, calculate definitions of 

variable v that can reach Exit statement. If there is another definition k for the 

same variable below d in sub, call sub.bypass-sub(k) to remove definition k. 

Repeat this process until d is the only definition of variable v in sub-graph sub. 
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• Call the bypass-sub function on every definition of variable v in the entire cg, to 

construct a sub-graph that has no definitions for the variable. 

• Steps 4 and 5 yield smaller sub-graphs from the variable-definition based 

splitting. 

Compared with whole program analysis, the overhead of Variable-Definition 

based sub-program analysis comprises of three additional parts, 

• T1: Identification of variable definition vertices that can reach Exit statement. 

• T2: Construction of go-through and bypass sub-graphs for these vertices. Given a 

vertex, go-through and bypass sub-graph are constructed by transforming the 

branches statements into assume statements. 

• T3: Split the computation graph according to selected variable definitions. 

Given a computation graph CG = (V, E), T1 can be achieved by BFS (Breadth 

First Search). So the time complexity is O(|𝑉𝑉|  +  |𝐸𝐸|). T2 can also be achieved by BFS, 

and its complexity is also O(|𝑉𝑉|  + |𝐸𝐸|). T3 is the time for identifying variable 

definitions and branches that can reach these definitions. Since variable definitions and 

the branch statements are subsets of V, T3 is not more than O (|𝑉𝑉|2). Since |𝐸𝐸| is no more 

than O (|𝑉𝑉|2), the summary of T1, T2, and T3 is at most O (|𝑉𝑉|2). 

Similar to the branch based splitting strategy, the vardef based splitting is 

implemented as a heuristic implementing the Splitter interface as shown in the Figure 3.4. 
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public class VarDefSpliter implements Spliter{ 
    List<ComputationGraph> split (ComputationGraph cg){ 
        int  size = -1; 
        ReachingDefinition  selected; 
        List<ComputationGraph>  subgraph; 
        //select a variable 
        for (ReachingDefinition rd : cg.getReachingDefinition(cg.ExitStmt())){ 
            if (rd.getDef().size() > size){ 
                size = rd.getDef().size(); selected = rd; 
            } 
            for (Statement d: selected.getDef()){ 
            //split based on definitions of selected var 
            //remove other definitions that may kill  
            //current def at exit 
                ComputationGraph sub = cg.go_through_sub(d); 
                for (ReachingDefinition rd : 
                                   sub.getReachingDefinition(sub.ExitStmt())){ 
                    if (rd.getVar() == selected.getVar()){ 
                        for (Statement s: rd.getDef()){ 
                            if (s != d)  
                                sub = sub.bypass_sub(s);} 
                            subgraph.add(sub);} 
                //construct the sub-graph without any def for selected var 
                ComputationGraph  sub = cg; 
                for (Statement d: selected.getDef())  
                    sub = sub.bypass_sub(d); 
                subgraph.add(sub); 
                return subgraph; 
    } 
}; 

 Figure 3.4: Algorithm for Vardef Based Splitting 

3.2.4 Example to demonstrate Vardef based splitting 

Considering the same example of contains() method of IntList (Chapter 2), 

figures 3.5.2, 3.5.3, 3.5.4 show the sub-graphs created by applying variable definition 

based splitting strategy. Definitions for variables this and key is the empty set {}. 

Definitions for variable return are provided by the statement set {4, 8, 11}, and 

definitions for the variable e are provided by the statement set {1, 5, 9}. All of these 

definitions can reach the Exit statement. Suppose we select definitions of variable e 

(which has the maximum number of definitions) to split the computation graph, three 

sub-graphs get constructed. Each sub-graph only contains one definition of variable e. 

Broken lines in sub-graph indicate edges removed constructing this sub-program during 
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splitting. Gray nodes in a sub-graph denote that a branch statement in original program 

has been transformed into an assume statement. In the programs by the side of the 

computation graphs, the corresponding statements are shown in italic. Black nodes 

denote the statements removed during splitting. The sub-graph in Figure 3.5.1 is the 

method contains() and its computation graph after one-round unrolling. At exit, there 

are three definitions of variable e: Statement 1, 5, 9. The sub-graph in Figure 3.5.2 is 

based on definition of variable e at statement 1. The sub-graph in Figure 3.5.3 is based on 

definition of variable e at statement 5. The sub-graph in Figure 3.5.4 is based on 

definition of variable e at statement 9. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5.1:  IntList.contains() Computation Graph after 1 unroll  
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Figure 3.5.2:  Vardef-based Splitting sub-graph 1 

 

Figure 3.5.3:  Vardef-based Splitting sub-graph 2 
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Figure 3.5.4:  Vardef-based Splitting sub-graph 3
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Chapter 4:  Evaluation 

This chapter describes the set of experiments and case studies performed to 

measure the scalability of bounded verification techniques using SAT. The baseline tool 

which has been used to perform these evaluations on is Forge, which works on the 

principle of checking bounded code segments by translation to SAT. 

4.1 MOTIVATION 

What does Scalability of Verification techniques imply? 

Scalability is the measurement of the performance of verification techniques as 

the complexity and size of the input domain under consideration increases. Performance 

of verification techniques refers to the time consumed by the technique to compute a 

result, which is part of the cost of employing the technique.  

Why is Scalability measurement important for Bounded Verification? 

Bounded Verification techniques are motivated by the small scope hypothesis that 

maybe bugs can be found using small inputs [8]. For instance, if there is an error in the 

logic to set the next pointer of a node in a linked list, causing it to form a loop, it can be 

caught with a list containing just one node. Forge is motivated by this hypothesis and 

uses a given scope on the input and a given number of unrolls of loops in the code to 

translate the entire code into constraints and solves those using SAT solvers. This enables 

checking multiple paths at once which contrasts with testing techniques wherein every 

test covers only one path in the code.  

The basic drawback of bounded verification techniques is that they only provide 

guarantee of completeness within the specified scope. If no counter-examples or errors 

are returned within the given scope, the confidence of the user is limited by the size of 

input data structures. For real world programs which are built out of number of data 
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structures with complex interactions amongst each other, the value of the scope required 

to achieve complete code and heap coverage can be quite big. Hence it is important to 

measure the performance of the tool as the program size and complexity is increased.  

Previous evaluations of Forge: 

The evaluations performed with Forge earlier have mainly focused on the ability 

of the tool to expose subtle bugs not known before and how fast it was able to do so. In 

[7], methods of different implementations of the linked list data structure from Sun Java 

Collection Framework, GNU Trove and Jakarta Commons Collections were evaluated 

with a scope of 4 and 3 unrolls. It was highlighted that even within the small scope subtle 

errors could be highlighted and that the maximum checking time was only 100 seconds. 

But it was also mentioned that when trying to check the scalability of the tool, even for 

the methods of a simple data structure such as linked list, the tool timed out for a scope of 

7. Greg Dennis’s thesis [6] presents experiments on mutated versions of 10 small 

benchmark Java methods (ranging from bubble sort to binary search tree add method). 

The minimum bounds required to detect 100% of the errors were measured. It was found 

that in a bound of 1 (scope of  1, bitwidth of 1, 1 loop unrolling) 21% of all killable 

mutants were killed, in a bound of 2: 59%; bound of 3: 99%; and all were killed in a 

bound of 4. But the evaluations don’t mention the time taken to complete the checking. 

The only real world application evaluation performed earlier was on 169 methods of the 

KOA Voting application [11]. Here the authors acknowledge that though for small 

methods the tool returned results in a reasonable amount of time, for others the tool got 

stuck returning no results even for a scope of 5.  

The earlier evaluations don’t focus on the scalability of the technique in the “no 

error” found case which represents the worst case time taken by the tool for a given 

scope. Though it can be argued that the user may only be interested in the time taken to 
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find bugs, when the tool doesn’t return any result, it is natural for the user to re-run the 

analysis using larger bounds to increase his confidence in the correctness of code. The 

section below presents the evaluation using Forge of a real world application built on a 

complex tree data structure. The solving times to catch bugs and also the performance of 

the tool in the no counter-example case are measured as the input bounds are increased. 

4.1.1 Case Study of the Intentional Naming System (INS): 

We performed this case-study to measure the performance of Forge when applied 

to a crucial part of a real-world application to evaluate how the baseline technique scales. 

The Intentional Naming System (INS) is a scheme used for service discovery in 

dynamic networks wherein users can to refer to “what” service they want without having 

to specify “where” the service is located in the network topology. Name Specifier’ is the 

basic structure used to represent intentional names or service descriptions. Name 

Resolver databases form the backbone of the network and maintain a mapping between 

the intentional names of various services and their details such as location. Services add 

advertisements into the resolver databases using the name specifier structure and clients 

query the database for services supplying their respective names. The name specifier is a 

complex tree structure comprising of alternating atrtributes and values, with a node at 

particular level having multiple siblings. The resolver database is a super-position of 

number of such name specifiers. Lookup Name is one of the pivotal methods in the 

system which returns all service records adhering to a user’s query. 
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Figure 4.1:  INS Name Specifier structure [13]. 

The core naming architecture of the INS application is made up of around 1400 

lines of code. Around 900 lines of test code was used to perform the testing of the 

original version of the application. The original algorithm as designed by the developers 

of INS [12] had a flawed logic, which led to the system not conforming to the desired 

properties and claims. These bugs were identified in previous work performed by S. 

Khurshid and D. Jackson [13], wherein they analyzed the design of INS by modeling it in 

the Alloy language. Counter-examples to published claims on the functionality of the 

lookup name method were detected; new corrected models were proposed and analyzed. 

Subsequently, these changes were incorporated in the Lookup Name algorithm in the INS 

system. Appendix A gives the faulty and correct versions of the Lookup Name method. 

In this thesis, we give the first evaluation of the Intentional Naming System using 

the Forge tool set. The structure of INS and its complex structural constraints were 

modeled in FIR. The Lookup Name method’s logic was also translated into a 

corresponding control flow graph representation in FIR (Appendix B). Specific pre and 

post-conditions were specified, in order to simulate the scenario for checking every claim 
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and property (Appendix C). On the whole, around 50 lines of code and around 20 lines of 

specification per property checked were written in FIR. 

4.1.1.1 Evaluation and Results Summary 

The tool was first applied on the incorrect version of Lookup Name method and 

the time and scope to detect counter-examples was measured. It was determined that for 

all the claims and properties, counter-examples could be detected within a scope of 4 

attributes and 4 values and the checking time was within two seconds. This supports the 

small scope hypothesis.  The tool was then applied on the corrected version of Lookup 

Name method and checked against a precise definition of correctness which involved the 

use of Add Name (adds advertisements to database) and Get Name (extracts the 

advertisements corresponding to a particular service) methods as well. The tool was able 

to check for a solution and return No-counter examples within 20 seconds for 3 nodes, 

but as the scope was increased to 6 nodes, the checking time went up to 800 seconds. It 

was also found that tool was extremely sensitive to increase in the number of unrolls. The 

tool choked without returning a result even for 3 unrolls. 

This case-study motivated us to explore novel techniques to scale the baseline 

approach. 

4.3 EVALUATION OF INCREMENTAL APPROACHES TO SCOPE-BOUNDED CHECKING 

Two sets of evaluation were conducted to study the performance of the splitting 

strategies based incremental techniques implemented on the Forge Tool. 

• A set of experiments on methods of standard data structures of varying 

complexity to measure and compare the scalability of the sub-program-based 

incremental analysis strategies. The first sub-section gives details on these 

experiments. 
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• A case study on a real world application of significant magnitude - The Dutch 

Tally subsystem of the KOA Voting application [11]. 

4.3.1 Evaluation 1: Experiments on standard data structures 

4.3.1.1 Evaluation Design 

Candidates for evaluation:  

The candidates chosen for the evaluation were as follows, 

• Singly Linked List : contains(key) method 

• Binary Search Tree: contains(key) and add(key) methods 

• Red-Black Tree : insert(key) method 

• Directed Acyclic Graph:  topologicalSort() method 

The methods of the linked list, binary search tree and directed acyclic graph have 

been evaluated earlier using the Forge tool set employing the traditional approach of 

whole program checking [6,7]. The logic of these methods had been manually translated 

into the Forge Intermediate language (FIR) and were available as part of the Forge tool 

set. The same set was used to evaluate Forge, with the source code altered to include the 

splitting algorithms. 

The red-black tree insert method evaluation was performed using the JForge tool 

applied directly on the java source code of the red black tree implementation used in the 

Kodkod relational engine. This method had been annotated using JFSL specifications and 

verified using JForge earlier in 2009 by K. T. Yessenov [21]. The JForge implementation 

was altered to include the splitting algorithms for the purpose of this evaluation. 

The contains and insert methods are the correct versions without any faults, 

whereas the topological sort method contains seeded faults. The former set of methods 

have been used as candidates to measure the scalability of the techniques in searching the 
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full state space, while the later compares the time to detect counter-examples of the 

splitting algorithms with the traditional whole method analysis. 

Red-Black trees: 

The following sub-section elaborates on the specifications (invariants, pre and 

post conditions) and the code of the insert method of the red-black tree, which is the most 

complex amongst all the data structure methods considered. 

Figure 4.2: Red-Black Tree 

A red-black tree is a balanced binary search tree supporting efficient tree 

operations with O (log n) complexity [24]). The red-black tree implementation which sits 

at the core of the Kodkod relational engine has been chosen for this evaluation. The Java 

code of the IntTree class (red-black tree with integer keys) with the respective 

invariants specified in JFSL is shown in the Figure 4.3.  JFSL enables defining relational 

models within the specifications. For instance “nodes” is defined as a subset of the Node 

type comprising of the root and all values of nodes.left, nodes.right and 

nodes.parent relations. Reachability of all nodes in the tree is ensured by equating 

the number of elements in the nodes set to the number of nodes reachable from the root 
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(defined using transitive and reflexive transitive closure operators on the binary relations 

– left, right). The properties of a red-black tree include the properties of a regular 

Binary Search tree with certain additional constraints to incorporate the self-balancing 

feature. 

Binary Tree properties: 

• Every node has maximum 2 children. 

• No loops / cycles are present in the tree. 

The JFSL specifications ensure compliance to the above mentioned properties by 

verifying that, 

• Every node with non-null left field (has a left child) is the parent of its left 

child. Similarly for the right child. 

• Every node which has a non-null parent is either its left or right child. 

• No node is equal to any of its ancestors (Acyclicity)  

Binary Search Tree properties: 

• The left subtree of a node contains only nodes with keys less than the node's key. 

• The right subtree of a node contains only nodes with keys greater than the node's 

key. 

• Both the left and right subtrees must also be binary search trees. 

These properties basically ensure the presence of distinct keys. The JFSL 

specifications ensure compliance to the above mentioned properties by verifying that, 

• For every node, the key values of nodes reachable from the left child are 

less than its own key and those reachable from right and more than its own 

key. 

Additional properties of Red-Black Trees:  

• Every node is either red or black. 
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• All leaves are black. 

• Both children of every red node are black. 

• Every simple path from a given node to any of its descendant leaves contains the 

same number of black nodes. 

The JFSL specification mentioned below encompasses the above mentioned 

properties. 

• For every non-root red node (with color false), its parent’s color is black. 

 
@SpecField ( "nodes : set Node from this.root, this.nodes.left, " + 
  "this.nodes.right, this.nodes.parent, this.nodes.color |" + 
  "this.nodes = this.root.*(left + right) - null") 
public final class IntTree { 
private static final boolean  BLACK = true; 
private static final boolean  RED = false; 
 
@Invariant ({ 
/*root*/     "this.root.parent in null”, 
/*distinct*/ "this.root != null => one.root(this.root)”}) 
private @Nullable Node root;  
 
@Invariant ({ 
/*parent left*/ "this.left != null => this.left.parent = this”, 
/*parent right*/ "this.right != null => this.right.parent = this”, 
/*parent*/ "this.parent != null => this in this.parent.(left + right)”, 
/*form a tree*/ "this !in this.^parent”, 
/*left sorted*/ "all x: this.left.^(left + right) + this.left – null | 
                 x.key < this.key”,  
/*right sorted*/ "all x: this.right.^(left + right) + this.right – null | 
                  x.key > this.key”, 
/*no red node has a red parent*/ "this.color = false &&  
                  this.parent != null => this.parent.color = true”}) 
 
public static class Node { 
    public @Nullable 
    Node  parent,  left,  right; 
    public boolean  color; 
    protected int  key; 
        Node(int key) { 
            this.parent = this.left = this.right = null; 
            this.color = BLACK; 
            this.key = key; 
        } 
 } 
}; 

Figure 4.3: RBT Invariants specifications in JFSL [21] 
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Insert Method 

The steps involved in inserting a node into the red-black tree is as follows, 

• The new node is inserted based on its key value as is done in a regular binary 

search tree insertion and is colored red initially. 

• If the parent of the node is also red then, 

• Based on the color of the sibling of its parent (uncle), a restructuring (uncle is 

black) or repainting (uncle is also red) of the tree is performed. 

• Based on whether the inserted node, its parent and uncle are the left/right children 

of their respective parents, right / left rotations of the tree structure are performed. 

The pre-conditions of the insert method include the invariants of the IntTree 

class (mentioned above) and additional constraints pertaining to the node to be inserted, 

• The node’s key is not a duplicate of keys already present in the tree. 

• It is an independent node not associated with any other tree. 

The corresponding JFSL specification is shown in the Figure 4.4. Pre-conditions 

are specified using the @Requires annotation. The post-condition specification ensures 

(using the @Ensures annotation) that the new node has been added to the list of 

reachable associated with the current tree. Since it is a mutating method, the invariants of 

the class are also checked as part of the post-conditions. The @Modifies annotation 

specifies the relations that may get modified as part of the procedure so that new symbols 

may be allocated to them to distinguish their pre and post states. 

 
@Requires ({"z.key !in this.nodes.key”,  
            "z.(parent + left + right) = null”, 
            "no root.z”}) 
@Ensures ({"this.nodes = @old(this.nodes + z)”) 
@Modifies ({"this.nodes”,”z.parent”,”z.color”,”z.right”,“z.left”}) 

Figure 4.4: RBT Insert Method JFSL specifications 
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Metrics of the evaluation: 

The total checking duration of the tool comprises of Transformation time (time 

to formulate the relational constraints from the Java/FIR code, involving the construction 

and splitting of the computation graph), Translation time (to convert the relational logic 

to Boolean formula) and the Solving time (time taken by the backend SAT solver to 

check the code against the specifications). Splitting of the computation graph into sub-

graphs involves static analysis and individual translation of multiple sub-graphs adding to 

transformation and translation overhead, but yields smaller CNF formulae per sub-graph 

which reduces the solving times. 

The aim was to determine the speed-up obtained in the solving times of the 

backend solver, total checking time (inclusive of the transformation and translation 

overheads), and the size of the generated formulae as the complexity of checking 

increased. 

• The speed-up obtained by the splitting strategies in comparison with the 

traditional whole method analysis was calculated as the ratio of the total 

checking/solving times in the traditional technique to the corresponding times 
obtained from splitting. 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝 = 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃 −𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 −𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠

𝑻𝑻𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔−𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑−𝒑𝒑𝒂𝒂𝒑𝒑𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒔𝒔𝒂𝒂𝒔𝒔
. 

• The size of the generated CNF formula was measured in terms of the number of 

variables in the generated formula (averaged over the number of sub-graphs 

generated). 

Variables of the evaluation: 

The complexity of relational logic based bounded verification is impacted by two 

factors – the size of the procedure after unrolling loops and inlining method calls and the 

bound on the universe of atoms/elements in the different type domains. Forge takes in 

input bounds which specify the number of loop unrollings, scope, and bit-width—the 
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number of bits used to represent an integer value. The bit-width was set to 4 in all the 

experiments. Scope defines the maximum number of nodes in a list, tree, or graph. The 

number of unrolls supplied as an input specifies the number of times a loop is to be 

unrolled and recursive calls are to be inlined.  The scope and the number of unrolls for 

each data structure and method is specified in Table 4.1. Since the loops and recursive 

calls in the methods considered, serve to traverse the height/length of the trees/lists 

respectively, and for a given scope the number of unrolls were not increased beyond the 

scope value. The backend SAT solver used was MINISAT for all cases. 

 
Method Name Scope # Unrolls Bit-width 
LL.contains() 8 1-8 4 

BST.contains() 7 1-5 4 

BST.add() 5 1-5 4 

RBT.insert() 3-6 1-6 4 

DAG.sort() 8 1-5 4 

Table 4.1: Evaluation Configuration (Input Bounds) 

• For each of the data structure methods, with a fixed scope, the performance was 

measured as the number of unrolls was increased. 

• For red-black tree insert method, the impact of increasing the scope or the number 

of nodes was also measured. 

• Each method was evaluated using the following 4 splitting strategies, NONE 

(representing the traditional method of checking of the entire computation graph), 

BRANCH (Branch based splitting vertex selection), VARDEF (Variable 

definition based splitting vertex selection), PATH (splitting the computation 

graph such that each sub-graph comprises of a single path). 
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The experiments were run on a Dual-Core 1.8GHz AMD Opteron processor with 

2 GB RAM. Average values of three runs were recorded. 

4.3.1.2 Strengths of the Experimental Design 

Enlisted below is a discussion of the characteristics of the evaluation design 

which add strength to validity concerns. The list also highlights the unique contributions 

of this evaluation. 

• External applicability of the candidates: These complex structures are the 

foundation of several data structures used in real-world applications. For example, 

an XML document, a file system hierarchy, Java or C class hierarchies, 

expression trees, abstract syntax trees for compiler can all be viewed as trees and 

are likely to give similar performance to one of the tree structures we consider 

here. Especially, the red-black tree data structure acts as the backbone for the 

implementation of many widely used applications and libraries. For instance, 

Java.util.TreeMap in the Java Collections framework is implemented using a red-

black tree. The Kodkod relational engine also uses a red-black tree 

implementation [19]. Red black trees have been used to evaluate almost all tools 

in the automated verification domain , ranging from those performing static 

analysis such as JAlloy [18], Miniatur [25] to dynamic testing tools employing 

systematic test input generation such as Korat [26] and TestEra[27].  The 

implementation of red black tree in Kodkod engine has been heavily tested since 

it sits at the core of SAT translation technology and is also well documented using 

standard @Specfield annotations. Hence evaluating the incremental approaches 

using the red black tree, which acts a benchmark for comparison with other 
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techniques, adds value to the external applicability and generalizability of the 

results. 

• Complexity of the chosen candidates: The range of data structures chosen 

represent increasing complexity in terms of structural constraints and the logic of 

the data structure operations. For instance, a red-black tree is a binary search tree 

with additional color fields and constraints to maintain the self-balancing 

property. Thus evaluating the insert method on both these structures reflects the 

impact of increasing complexity of specifications and code on the performance of 

the verification algorithms.  Similarly a range of methods differing in type and 

size have been used; from a simple non-mutating contains procedure to a more 

involved sorting procedure using ancillary queue data structures for ordering to a 

mutating insert procedure with calls to helper methods to maintain the self-

balancing property. Table 4.2 shows the complexity of the procedures in terms of 

the number of lines of code and specification. Please note that though typical 

methods of data structures are small in terms of the absolute number of lines of 

source code, they involve recursion or loops to parse the depth of the structure 

and also have calls to other methods. This translates to large number of possible 

execution paths depending on the bounds on the number of nodes in the data 

structure. Since bounded verification aims at covering all paths which would get 

executed while running a method, this adds to the complexity of the analysis. 
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Method Name Source code 
LOC 

LOC after 
unrolling  

# of Branches, 
Loops, Method 

calls 

Spec 
LOC 

LL.contains() 6 28 1,1,0 3 
BST.contains() 10 29 3,1,0 6 

BST.add() 21 37 5,1,0 11 
RBT.insert() 96 , 

26(helper 
methods) 

1829 67,2,2 14 

DAG.sort() 14 37 1,1,1 3 

Table 4.2: Complexity of Evaluation Candidates 

• Analysis using JForge: The evaluation of the red-black tree insert method uses 

the JForge tool which works on the original Java implementation of the method 

instead of a manual FIR replication (as done with the other data structure 

methods). Unlike Forge, JForge is equipped to handle all constructs of object 

oriented languages (especially Java) such as inheritance, interfaces, dynamic 

dispatch so on. Hence this evaluation is more robust to false positive and false 

negative errors due to misrepresentation or abstraction, thus adding strength to the 

construct validity of the design. 

• Addresses scalability in terms of both increase in code coverage and heap 

coverage: Increasing the number of unrolls for a fixed scope, increases the lines 

of code and the number of branch points in the program. This leads to an increase 

in the code coverage and path coverage. Increasing the scope for a fixed value of 

unrolls, increases the possible candidate structures to be considered for evaluation 

and hence the state space. Thus the evaluation also serves to study how the 

splitting algorithms aid in curbing state-space explosion as the scope increases. 

• Covers a range of possible algorithms for manipulating the load to the 

constraint solver: In the attempt to address the trade-off between reducing the 

load to the SAT solver and reducing the time to yield a solution or find counter-
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example, at one end of the spectrum lays the conversion of the whole computation 

graph into a conjunction of constraints. This is motivated by the use of the code 

constraints in pruning the huge state space in a goal oriented fashion but suffers 

from choking of SAT solvers for large sized procedures having huge formulae. 

Path by path checking, representative of symbolic execution, lies on the other end 

of this trade-off spectrum. Splitting of the computation graph into sub-graphs 

based on syntactic and semantic knowledge (BRANCH, VARDEF) lie in the 

middle trying to strike a balance. Hence the evaluation is appropriately 

constructed to address the motivation of finding a sliding rule or a sweet-spot 

based on the nature and size of the code and the input domain under 

consideration. 

• Measures the effect of splitting on checking the code, both in the presence 

and absence of faults: When a counter-example exists, the tool benefits from a 

goal directed search of the state space to get to the counter-example state faster, 

whereas in the absence of a fault, the entire state space needs to be explored. 

• Enables comparison with Symbolic Execution techniques: Symbolic execution 

techniques are gaining rapid popularity in the verification domain [28, 29]. 

Traditional symbolic execution is a combination of static analysis and automated 

theorem proving. In symbolic execution, operations are performed on symbolic 

variables and at branches; the symbolic execution is forked with opposite 

constraints on the symbolic variables in each branch. When the end of an 

execution is reached, a formula on the symbolic variables is formed. A solution to 

this formula gives a set of values that will direct an actual execution along the 

same path, assuming the path is feasible and the formulation is stable. Guiding 

symbolic execution using concrete executions has been employed to yield better 
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scalability (DART [30], CUTE [31]).  The forge tool internally employs symbolic 

execution that traverses each branch in the code, building a symbolic relational 

expression for every variable and each program point. It thus translates the 

computation graph of the entire procedure into a conjunction of relational 

constraints. In order to simulate a scenario representing traditional symbolic 

execution, we altered the transformation phase of Forge to traverse each path of 

the computation graph separately and invoke the solver on the constraints 

representing every path instead of the whole procedure. This is referred to as the 

“PATH” splitting strategy as it applies the extreme splitting technique wherein 

each sub-graph consists of a single path in the procedure. Hence the performance 

of this strategy can be considered representative of the performance of SAT based 

symbolic execution techniques. While, in principle, the use of preconditions 

written as Java predicates allows symbolic execution to checks programs similar 

to the ones we have used for evaluation, a key property of such checking is that 

the number of calls to the constraint solver is not simply proportional to the 

number of bounded execution paths of interest, rather the number of calls is 

proportional to the product of the paths in the precondition that return true and the 

paths in the method under test. The path-based approach we have used in our 

evaluation can be viewed as an optimized form of symbolic execution, which 

minimizes the number of calls to the underlying constraint solver by encoding the 

pre-condition as a single formula. Indeed, our incremental approaches are 

motivated by our quest to find a sweet spot between checking all paths at once 

(traditional approach) and each path one-by-one (symbolic/concrete execution). 

The evaluation thus serves to perform a comparison of the performance of the 
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proposed splitting strategies with conventional symbolic execution techniques 

employed in static analysis based verification. 

4.3.1.3 Evaluation Results 

Comparison of Solving Times 

Increase of # of unrolls with fixed scope: 

As seen in the Figures 4.5.1, 4.5.2, 4.5.3, the splitting strategies don’t show much 

benefit at low values of unrolls or at low complexity. But as the number of unrolls 

increases, the speed-ups obtained in solving times are greatly increased for the methods 

on all data structures.  

 

Figure 4.5.1:  Speed Ups in Solving Times (LinkedList.contains()) 
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Figure 4.5.2:  Speed Ups in Solving Times (BST.contains()) 

 

 

Figure 4.5.3:  Speed Ups in Solving Times (BST.add()) 
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Please note that the base here represents the traditional approach of checking the 

whole computation graph. 

The threshold at which the splitting strategies start showing benefit over 

traditional analysis decreases as the complexity of the data structure increases. For 

instance, for singly linked list, the speed-ups obtained remain below 1 (perform worse 

than traditional analysis) for all strategies at 1 and 2 unrolls, whereas for red-black tree 

(Figures 4.6.1, 4.6.2, 4.6.3, 4.6.4), the speed-up obtained is greater than 1 for VARDEF 

and BRANCH even at 1 unroll. 

VARDEF consistently performs the best on all data structure methods. For 

example, in the BinarySearchTree.add() procedure, VARDEF strategy gives a 

147X speedup with four unrollings while PATH and BRANCH-BASED strategies give 

only 60X and 2.7X speedup respectively. These results also show that variable-definition 

has better scalability. For example, in BinarySearchTree.contains(), when the 

unrolling increases from one to five, speedup from VARDEF strategy increases by 10 

times, while the speedup of BRANCH based strategy and PATH strategies increase only 

by 3.5 times and 2.8 times respectively. For the methods of linked list, binary search tree 

and graph, checking every path individually performs better than the BRANCH based 

splitting of the computation graph into sub-graphs.  For instance, in binary search tree 

add() method , for 4 unrolls , PATH strategy gives a 60X speed-up as compared to only 

2.7X speed-up of BRANCH based splitting. In linked list contains method, PATH 

strategy’s speed-up increases by 27 times with increase of unrolls from 1 to 8 while for 

BRANCH; the increase is only 9 times. But for the more complex red-black tree insert 

method, the PATH strategy chokes the tool and is unable to solve all the paths even for 1 

unroll ( it solves around 11406 paths in 7 hours). The insert method [21] comprises of 

67 branches (48 of which are conditional assignments) resulting in an exponential 
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increase in the number of paths as compared to the binary search tree counterpart 

(approximately 14418000 paths for 1 loop unrolling). This indicates that the performance 

of the PATH strategy (representative of symbolic execution) is very sensitive to increase 

in the complexity of the data structure which in turn translates into both syntactic and 

semantic complexity of the methods and the respective specifications. 

It can also be observed that the scalability of the BRANCH strategy (based on the 

syntax of the code alone) degrades as the complexity of the data structure increases. For 

the RBT insert method at scopes 4, 5 and 6, the speed-ups obtained by the BRANCH 

strategy infact decreases with increase in the number of unrolls. On the other hand for the 

VARDEF splitting strategy, the speed-ups and the scalability become greater as the 

complexity of the data structures and the corresponding constraints increase. 

A final observation is that mutating methods seem to benefit more from the 

semantic information guided VARDEF splitting strategy than non-mutating methods. On 

the other hand, the BRANCH based splitting strategy performs worse on mutating 

methods such as BST add and RBT add methods as compared to non-mutating methods 

such as BST contains. 
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Increase in Sope [RBT insert method]:  

Figures 4.6.1, 4.6.2, 4.6.3, 4.6.4 show the speed-ups obtained in solving times for 

the red-black tree insert method as the number of unrolls increases. The experiments have 

been performed for increasing values of scope from 3 to 6 to observe the effect of 

increase in input state space on the speed-ups and scalability of the strategies.  

 

 

Figure 4.6.1: Speed-Ups in Solving Times (RBT.insert(), Scope 3) 
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Figure 4.6.2: Speed-Ups in Solving Times (RBT.insert(), Scope 4) 

 

 

Figure 4.6.3: Speed-Ups in Solving Times (RBT.insert(), Scope 5) 
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Figure 4.6.4: Speed-Ups in Solving Times (RBT.insert(), Scope 6) 
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Figure 4.7: Solving Times (ms) vs. (Scope, Unrolls) 

Comparison of Total Checking Times: 
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Figure 4.8.1: Speed-Ups in Checking Times (LinkedList.contains()) 

 

Figure 4.8.2: Speed-Ups in Checking Times (BST.contains()) 
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Figure 4.8.3: Speed-Ups in Checking Times (BST.add()) 

 

Figure 4.8.4: Speed-Ups in Checking Times (RBT.insert()) 
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An interesting observation is that for simple data structures and methods such as 

the contains() method of linked list, solving every path individually (PATH strategy) , 

displays higher speed-ups in total checking time as compared with the corresponding 

speed-ups obtained in solving time. It can also be observed that for the linked list 

contains method, PATH strategy better than both VARDEF and BRANCH, even with 

increase in the number of unrolls. But as the complexity of the data structure and hence 

the syntactic and semantic complexity of the code increases, the speed-ups obtained by 

PATH strategy decreases and the semantic knowledge based splitting strategy VARDEF 

gains lead. This is because the transformation and translation in PATH strategy just 

involves a depth-first traversal to cover every path and a translation of each path into a 

smaller formula as compared to the techniques which expend time in transforming and 

translating the entire computation graph or portions of it, into conjunction of constraints. 

The linked list contains method has a very simple syntactic structure containing just 1 

loop with a condition which checks whether end of the list has been reached. Hence even 

as the number of unrolls increases, though the number of branch statements increases, 

there is a linear increase in the number of paths (the else portion of every branch leads to 

the return statement). Hence, for methods with simple syntactic structure having less 

number of paths, symbolic execution proves beneficial.  But for methods such as Binary 

search tree or Red Black tree insert methods, the number of branch statements and their 

nested structure leads to an exponential increase in the number of paths with increase in 

number of unrolls, which leads to degradation of the performance of the PATH strategy, 

highlighting its poor scalability. 
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Load to Solver (size of the formulae):  

 

Figure 4.9.1: Average # of CNF vars (LinkedList.contains()) 

 

Figure 4.9.2: Average # of CNF vars (BinarySearchTree.contains()) 
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Figure 4.9.3: Average # of CNF vars (BinarySearchTree.add()) 

 

 

Figure 4.9.4: Average # of CNF vars (RBT.insert()) 
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To evaluate the effectiveness of the variable-definition-based strategy in reducing 

the size of the formulas, the number of variables in the CNF formula translated from 

specifications and sub-programs was recorded. Given a splitting strategy and a bound, the 

average of variables in CNF formulas translated from sub-programs was calculated. The 

results in the Figures 4.9.1, 4.9.2, 4.9.3, 4.9.4 show that, with the increase of loop 

unrolling, the number of variables in the CNF formulas from variable-definition based 

splitting approach increases much slower than those from the other approaches. This 

indicates that the variable-definition based splitting strategy can effectively combat state 

space explosion as the program scales up in size. 

 

Time to find counter-examples: 

Figure 4.10: Speed-Ups in Time to find faults vs. Unrolls  
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speed up is that the fault is present in a short path which resides in a separate sub-graph 

that is checked independently. Since the sub-graphs are checked in the increasing order of 

complexity, this sub-graph is checked early and the fault is detected very soon. The 

Figure 4.10 also shows that the fault detection time remains almost constant (especially 

for the VARDEF strategy) even with the increase in the number of unrollings. However, 

the complexity of the whole program analysis increases proportionally as the number of 

loop unrollings increase. The inference is that faults present in short paths can be detected 

much faster using sub-program analysis rather than the traditional whole program 

analysis. The time taken by sub-program analysis is also more resistant to increase in the 

size of the computation graphs and hence is more scalable than the traditional approach. 

The PATH strategy also performs better than the traditional approach, but since every 

path needs to be traversed individually before reaching the one with error; its 

performance is poorer than a strategy which groups paths into sub-graphs based on 

semantic information. It can also be observed that it doesn’t aid in grouping the paths into 

sub-graphs just based on syntactic information (BRANCH strategy). Instead, it is better 

just to traverse each path individually. 

4.3.1.4 Analysis and Conclusions 

The solving times of the SAT solvers is impacted by the size of the state space to 

be explored and also the size and complexity of the formula to be solved. The problem of 

generating boolean formulas that optimizes analysis of underlying SAT solvers is 

particularly challenging because the performance of SAT solvers cannot be described in 

any simple terms. There are two guiding heuristics in the field [32],  

• Reducing the number of variables tends to reduce the solving time since the size 

of the formula and hence the load to the solver reduces. 
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• Increasing the number of constraints also tends to reduce the solving time. The 

constraints aid in the pruning the state-space and directing the search. 

The technique employed in Forge to translate the whole method into relational 

constraints is motivated by the advantages of goal-directed search and pruning of state 

space, while techniques such as symbolic execution and their corresponding 

optimizations such as constraint prioritization and constraint driven slicing focus on 

reducing the load to the SAT solver.   

The complexity of verification of high level programs is driven by a number of 

factors which contribute to the syntactic and semantic complexity of the code which in 

turn add to the complexity of the resulting formulae. Syntactic complexity of code is 

determined by the number of lines of code and the number of branch points which 

increases the number of paths to be explored which in turn results in a larger formula. 

The semantic complexity is driven by the number of different types of variables 

referenced and redefined in the method’s logic. This translates to the number of symbolic 

variables introduced in the encoding of the data flow and hence a larger formula. Our 

evaluation pointed out that factors like the complexity of the data structure and the type 

of the method in turn translate to increase in the complexity of the code. Complex 

structural constraints translate to larger specifications with complex constructs such as 

transitive closure. They also translate into larger code with more involved logic to 

maintain the structural integrity, more pronounced for mutating methods. 

The evaluations results highlight that neither of the two above mentioned 

traditional techniques address these factors of complexity completely and effectively and 

hence suffer from low scalability as the complexity increases. This is because they focus 

on optimizations at the boolean logic level alone. Our techniques are built around the 

hypothesis that utilizing the semantic and syntactic information from the code 
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(specifically its computation graph) a balance can be struck between reducing the size of 

the formula and also utilizing appropriate constraints to guide the search for a solution. 

The experimental results validate our hypothesis. The syntactic information guided 

BRANCH strategy and semantic information guided VARDEF strategy perform better 

than analyzing the whole computation graph in all scenarios as problem size increases. 

When compared with symbolic execution, the VARDEF strategy still performs better (in 

solving times)  in all cases, the BRANCH strategy doesn’t show benefit for methods with 

simple to medium syntactic structure but proves to be useful in analyzing complex 

methods. For the RBT insert method, PATH strategy doesn’t complete the solving 

even after 10 hours of execution, for 3 nodes with 1 unroll, while the VARDEF based 

strategy returns a solution of No-counter-example within 9 hrs even for a scope of 6 with 

6 unrollings (1829 LOC) and BRANCH based splitting also returns solution without 

choking for a maximum of 6 nodes with 2 unrolls. 

Between VARDEF and BRANCH based splitting strategies, the former emerges 

as more efficient. The reason being that unlike BRANCH based splitting which uses only 

the syntactic information (number of branch nodes) to perform the splitting into a fixed 

number of sub-graphs, VARDEF strategy utilizes the semantic information of the code 

and adaptively adjusts the size and the number of the sub-graphs. For instance, consider 

the insert method of the red-black tree, the purpose of the loop and the branch points is to 

perform conditional and directed penetration into the tree. Hence the variables with 

maximum redefinitions are the left, right and parent fields of a node. Since the pivot 

variable chosen for split is the one with max number of redefinitions, the strategy 

correctly identifies as pivot the symbolic variable which gets assigned to root and 

progressively gets assigned to left, right and parent fields. By constructing sub-graphs 

containing only one definition for this variable, the number of symbolic variables 
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generated during data flow encoding is kept to a minimum. Hence there is an adaptive 

adjustment of the size of the formula depending on the complexity of the code.  As 

hypothesized, this strategy performs better than traditional whole-program analysis, 

symbolic execution and the BRANCH based splitting strategy in all scenarios. Table 4.3 

gives the maximum solving times for the different data structure methods by applying the 

VARDEF strategy. 

 
Method Name Sope Unrolls Solving Times 
DAG.sort()  8 5 188 ms (to find counter-

example) 
BST.add() 5 4 21 secs (to check entire 

state space) 
LL.contains() 8 8 8 mins (to check entire 

state space) 
BST.contains() 7 5 41 mins(to check entire 

state space) 
RBT.insert() 6 6 9 hours (to check entire 

state space) 

Table 4.3: Typical Solving Times using VARDEF splitting strategy 

It is observed that there is a translation overhead associated with the splitting 

algorithms which impacts the total checking time resulting in it being better to employ 

symbolic execution itself for data structures with simple to medium complexity. But the 

advantage of performing the informed splitting yields benefits as the complexity of the 

data structure increases. The focus of this exercise was mainly targeted towards 

addressing the trade-offs involved in optimizing the solving times of the back-end SAT 

solver, which is a harder problem to solve. The transformation overhead could be reduced 

by using better and optimized algorithms to perform the splitting such as the translation 

of the individual sub-graphs could be done in parallel. 
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4.3.2 Evaluation 2: Case Study of KOA Voting Application 

KOA (acronym for the "Kiezen op Afstand" in Dutch) is a Remote Voting 

Application used in the 2004 public elections of Netherlands. The Dutch Tally sub-

system was selected to run the analysis with the proposed strategies. This sub-system was 

developed by the Security of Systems (SoS) group at the University of Nijmegen and 

performs ballot processing and vote tallying. As part of the development phase, the code 

was thoroughly annotated with specifications in the Java Modeling language and tested 

using the ESC/Java2 tool and jmlunit [22]. The Dutch Tally system in KOA contains 

JML annotated methods, earlier checked using ESC/Java static checker and JMLForge 

[33]. This subsystem comprises of eight main classes, having a total of 169 methods. 67 

of these methods with sufficient complexity and size were chosen for the analysis. The 

analysis was run with a scope of 2, bit width of 3 and number of unrolling 1 (which were 

determined to be the minimum required to detect the counter-examples).  The ensuing 

paragraph presents a summary of the results and the corresponding analysis. 

On about 33% of the methods, the solving times for the whole program analysis 

and the incremental analysis approaches were almost the same (approximately 5% 

difference). Branch-based strategies performed best on 13% of the methods and variable-

definition-based strategy performed best only on 9% of the methods. The total checking 

times of the whole program analysis were lesser than the incremental analysis strategies 

on 50% of the methods due to the overhead in the translation times. The average 

translation time for the branch based technique was around 729 ms higher than the 

traditional approach and for the variable definition based technique it was 1583 ms 

higher. 

The results revealed that the splitting strategies did not result in speed-ups over 

the traditional technique employed in Forge on all methods. The methods wherein the 
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whole program analysis performed better had only a few lines of code (1.4 lines of code 

on average). In such methods, there wasn’t much opportunity for dividing the 

computation graph into sub-graphs to optimize performance. Thus the time overhead of 

analysis for splitting the control flow graph overshadowed the benefit obtained by solving 

smaller sub-graphs. On the other hand, even a small increase in the complexity and size 

of the methods (4.7 lines of code on an average) degraded the performance of the 

traditional analysis and it had the worst performance amongst the three approaches. For 

instance, for KiesKring.make(), a method with six lines of code, variable-definition-

based strategy achieved 23X speedup versus the whole analysis.  

The evaluation results helped make the following significant inferences about the 

technique which could guide future work in this domain, 

• The incremental analysis approach is to be mainly targeted towards applications 

with significant code complexity. The KOA application comprises of numerous 

methods but most of them are single lined and don’t have much syntactic or 

semantic complexity. In fact, the reason for not increasing the “unrolls” parameter 

beyond one is that most methods don’t have any loops or recursive calls. The 

semantic complexity in terms of the number of variable redefinitions is also less. 

But even in such an application, a small increase in the number of lines of code 

results in the incremental analysis outperforming the whole program analysis. 

This highlights the poor scalability of the traditional approach and shows that the 

incremental approach is a promising alternative. 

• The complexity and size of the specifications of the methods were often higher 

than the size of the methods themselves. Our current analysis doesn’t focus on the 

specifications which also add to the complexity of the constraints to the solver. 
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Slicing of specifications based on the control flow splitting and specification 

driven control flow slicing are two significant areas for future work. 

• While in the earlier evaluation, the variable-definition based splitting strategies 

clearly outperformed the branch based splitting approach, in this case-study they 

perform almost equally with the latter approach outperforming the former in some 

cases. This drives future work towards focusing on combining the semantic and 

syntactic based approaches and also determining a rationale to choose between 

the two splitting approaches based on the data and control flow complexity of the 

code. 

This case-study with KOA was conducted in an exploratory fashion to identify the 

applicability of the splitting strategies in a real-world domain. This is in line with our aim 

to come up with a sliding rule for the strategy to be used for checking an 

application/method based on different criteria. 
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Chapter 5: Ideas for Future Work 

5.1 INTEGRATION OF SPECIFICATION SLICING WITH INCREMENTAL CHECKING 

The key insight derived from the evaluations, especially the case-studies using 

real-world applications, is that method specifications have considerable size and 

complexity, which can even be greater than that of the methods themselves. The 

incremental approaches discussed previously focused on splitting the complexity of the 

code alone. We expect a strategy which combines specification and code slicing would 

yield better benefits in terms of scalability. 

We envision two approaches to integrate specification and code slicing, 

• Slicing of specification based on control flow graph slicing: Slicing CFG 

upfront based on heuristics discussed earlier and the slicing pre and post 

conditions to retain constraints about only those fields referred or modified in the 

sliced sub-graph. 

• Specification driven slicing of control flow graph: Slicing specifications up-

front based on constraint prioritization and slicing techniques [32, 34] and then 

slicing the control flow graph to retain only code that modifies the constrained 

fields. 
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5.1.1 An Example to illustrate Specification Slicing based checking 

Figure 5.1.1 shows the logic to insert an integer value into a binary search tree. 

Based on the value of the input with respect to the ordering of integers in the BST, a new 

node with having the input value as its key gets inserted into the tree. The left, right and 

parent pointers of the nodes and the size of the entire tree gets updated accordingly. 

Figure 5.1.2 shows the list of tree invariants (in Alloy), which ensure the presence of zero 

(empty) or 1 root node for every tree, acyclicity and reachability of the nodes, key, 

parent and size field constraints. The pre-condition to the insert method ensures that 

the tree invariants are satisfied and the post-condition checks if the new value inserted is 

present in the tree, in addition to the invariants being maintained. 

 
 
void insert(int k) { 
    Node  yy = null; 
        Node  x = root; 
        while (x != null) { 
            yy = x; 
            if (x.key > k) 
                x = x.left; 
            else 
                x = x.right;  
        } 
        Node  z = new Node; 
        z.parent = yy; z.key = k; 
        z.left = z.right = null; 
        if (yy == null) 
            root = z; 
        else { 
            if (yy.key > z.key) 
               yy.left = z; 
           else 
               yy.right = z;} 
        size += 1;} 
 

Figure 5.1.1: Binary Search tree Insert Method. 
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SPECIFICATIONS: 
Pre-Cond ensures Invariants 
 
 lone  root 
 no  root.parent 
 
 // unique keys 
 all e1, e2: root.*(left + right) | 
  e1 != e2 => e1.key != e2.key 
 
 // distinct children 
 all e: root.*(left + right) | 
  lone e.left 
  lone e.right 
  some e.(left+right) => e.left != e.right 
 
 // tree is acyclic 
 all e: root.*(left + right) | 
   e !in e.^(left+right) 
 
 //Parent constraints 
 all e, f: root.*(left+right) | 
  e in f.(left + right) <=> f = e.parent 
 
 // Key constraints 
 all e: root.*(left + right) | 
 all el: e.left.*(left+right) | 
  el.key <= e.key 
 
 all e: root.*(left + right) | 
 all er: e.right.*(left + right) | 
  e.key <= er.key 
 
 /*Size constraints*/ 
 size  =  # (root.*(left + right)) 
 
Post-Cond  checks  for  all  Invariants  and 
 k in root.*(left + right).key 

Figure 5.1.2: Alloy Specifications BST.insert() 

5.1.1.1 A Spec Driven Slicing Heuristic 

A Binary search tree is a binary tree with additional constraints on the key field to 

simplify search. Hence the invariants or constraints of BST can be divided into, 

• Binary Tree constraints which are the backbone fields - root, left, right. 

• Parent constraints which can be derived or populated from the backbone fields. 

• Ordering constraints which comprise of the key field alone. 
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Drawing inspiration from the idea used in KATO tool [32] which slices 

declarative specifications written in Alloy, the pre-condition and code of the insert 

method could be sliced to include constraints, references and modifications to the back-

bone fields alone. As regards the post-condition, either of the two approaches mentioned 

below could be followed, 

• Slice the post-condition as well to include checks only regarding back-bone fields.  

Bug in code relating to backbone fields can be detected very fast, if not, 

incrementally add code and constraints about parent and then key fields and 

repeat the checking. The worst case time would be when the error is present in the 

code relating to the key field or when there are No counter-examples. 

• Check the whole post-condition. The soundness of counter-example thrown could 

be verified by incremental refinement to pre-conditions and code (i.e.) 

incrementally adding constraints & code about other fields (the partial instances 

technique of Kodkod could be utilized to reduce the time involved in this 

incremental checking). A counter-example that remains till the end is a valid one, 

if not the specification and code slice at which a counter-example gets resolved is 

used to perform the checking again. 

5.1.1.2 Illustration  

Figure 5.2 shows an erroneous version of the insert method. The back-bone 

field left has been updated erroneously to point to itself instead of the new node 

created, resulting in a cycle. Figure 5.2 shows the code, pre and post conditions after they 

have been sliced to include constraints and code only relating to the back-bone fields 

root, left and right (using approach 1 to slice the post conditions). The grey lines indicate 

the code that has been removed.  
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void insert (int k) {  
    Node  yy = null; 
    Node  x = root; 
 
    while (x != null){ 
        yy = x; 
        if (x.key > k) 
            x = x.left; 
        else 
            x = x.right;} 
 
    Node z = new Node; 
    z.parent = yy; z.key = k; 
    z.left = z.right = null; 
 
    if (yy == null)  
        root = z; 
    else { 
        if (yy.key > z.key)  
            yy.left = yy; 
        else 
            yy.right = z;} 
    size += 1} 
 
 
SPECIFICATIONS: BASE SLICE 
Pre-Cond  &  Post-Conds 
 lone  root 
 // distinct children 
 all e: root.*(left + right) | 
  lone e.left 
  lone e.right 
  some e.(left+right) => e.left != e.right 
 
 // tree is acyclic 
 all e: root.*(left + right) | 
   e !in e.^(left+right) 

Figure 5.2: Specification Slicing on BST.insert() 

It can be observed that slicing results in considerable reduction in the size of the 

specifications, which would translate into smaller formulas for the SAT solver. Since the 

acyclicity specification operates on the backbone fields, the bug in updating left field 

would still get got. We hypothesize that the time to detect the bug would be lesser than 

checking the whole code with the full specifications.  
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We are currently working on implementing the specification slicing idea in Forge 

and performing concrete evaluations of this hypothesis. Note however that slicing of pre-

condition constraints has to be done with care due to possible dependencies amongst 

constraints and also the fact that the method expects all constraints to be satisfied by the 

input.  

5.2 OTHER AVENUES OF FUTURE WORK 

Other avenues for future work in the domain of incremental checking of programs 

to improve scalability of Forge are as listed below, 

• Application of different techniques for splitting in tandem: In order to strike a 

balance between the strengths and weaknesses of the semantic and syntactic based 

splitting strategies they could be applied in combination and incrementally. The 

data and control flow analysis could be applied in stages to enable this. For 

instance, to start with BRANCH based splitting (which has lesser analysis 

complexity) could be applied to divide the computation graph to two sub-graphs. 

These sub-graphs having lesser syntactic complexity would be easily analyzable 

from a data flow perspective. Based on the results of the data flow analysis , the 

number of modifications to variables and the number of resulting sub-graphs 

could be compared with pre-determined thresholds to decide on whether to adopt 

VARDEF strategy or stick to BRANCH strategy or perform no further splitting at 

all. This way the analysis overhead, the number of sub-graphs and the size of the 

resulting formula could be customized based on the structure and complexity of 

the code under consideration. 

• Parallel solving of sub-programs: The sub-graphs produced by the splitting 

algorithms are syntactically and semantically independent of each other and could 
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be solved in parallel. This would especially benefit in reducing the response time 

when there are no counter-examples. Hence combination of incremental and 

parallel algorithms would help scale scope bounded checking. 

• Interfacing with Incremental SAT solvers: The strategy for splitting could be 

designed towards supplying relational constraints in an incremental fashion to 

SAT solvers which are geared towards achieving higher performance by 

incremental refinement of constraints. 
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Chapter 6: Related Work 

Research in the field of bounded verification of object oriented programs using 

SAT gained momentum in the late 90’s and early 2000. Alloy Analyzer [17] was one of 

the first tools, which enabled modeling the state; constraints and logic of object oriented 

programs using a declarative relational programming language called Alloy. The 

language enabled reasoning about high level programs as relational models (sets and 

relations) within a given bound and provided relational operations such as relational 

joins, transitive closure to model object oriented concepts of membership of classes and 

reachability of heap objects. Alloy Analyzer has been employed to check constraints of 

complex data structures such as red black trees [16] and the Intentional Naming system 

[13]. It also acts as the backbone for tools such as TestEra and Korat, to enable test input 

generation.  

JAlloy, as explained in the background section, was introduced by D. Jackson and 

M. Vaziri [18] to model complex data structures with relations and encode control flow, 

data flow, and frame conditions into relational formulas. Vaziri et al. optimized the 

translation to Boolean formulas by using a special encoding of functional relations [51]. 

Evaluations were performed on red-black tree insert method and checking was enabled 

up to 6 nodes with 10 unrolling, but a simplified version of the insert method was used 

and not all the constraints checked as done in this evaluation. Building on their previous 

work, a tool called Miniatur [25] was proposed in 2007, wherein a new encoding of the 

program that effectively slices it at the logical level with respect to the specification was 

introduced to improve the efficiency of the technique and Kodkod was used as the model 

finder instead of Alloy Analyzer. This enabled checking of the actual code for red-black 

tree from Java.Util.TreeMap for a scope of 4 and up to 4 unrolls. They claim to 
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improve upon the Forge technique by due to slicing at the logical level and handling 

realistic fragments of code that manipulate both heap-allocated objects and integers. As 

discussed in the background section, Forge benefits by the use of symbolic execution in 

the translation and also the use of specification statements which aid in modular analysis.  

It would make for interesting future work to compare the scalability obtained by the 

incremental approaches that were evaluated in this report using Forge with the results of 

Miniatur.  

Taghdiri developed techniques for specification inference [25] and integrated 

them into an early version of JForge. These techniques allow JForge to analyze methods 

without requiring specifications to be written for the called methods, nor requiring the 

full body of those called methods to be inlined. Instead, Taghdiri’s analysis, embodied in 

a tool called Karun, infers partial specifications of the called methods from their 

implementations.  

DynAlloy [35] is an extension to the Alloy modeling language that includes 

actions from dynamic logic. Very recently, Galeotti, et. al. explored an alternative 

bounded verification approach that involves translating Java code to DynAlloy, which is 

in turn translated to Alloy and analyzed with the Alloy Analyzer 4.0. 

The recent advances in constraint solving technology have led to a rebirth of 

symbolic execution [28, 29]. Guiding symbolic execution using concrete executions is 

rapidly gaining popularity as a means of scaling it up in several recent frameworks, most 

notably DART [30], CUTE [31], and EXE [36]. While DART and EXE focus on 

properties of primitives and arrays to check for security holes (e.g., buffer overflows), 

CUTE has explored the use of white-box testing using preconditions, similar to Korat 

[27]. Symbolic/concrete execution can be viewed as an extreme case of our approach 

where each sub-program represents exactly one path in the original program.  As the 
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number of paths increases, the number of calls to the constraint solver increases when 

using symbolic execution.  Our approach is motivated by our quest to find a sweet spot 

between checking all paths at once (traditional approach) and each path one-by-one 

(symbolic/concrete execution). 

Model checkers have traditionally focused on properties of control [37, 38].  

Recent advances in software model checking [39, 40] have allowed checking properties 

of data.  However, software model checkers typically require explicit checking of each 

execution path of the program under test. Slicing techniques [41] have been used to 

reduce workload of bounded verification. Dolby et al. [25] and Saturn [3] perform slicing 

at the logic representation level. Millett et al. [42] slice Promela programs for SPIN 

model checker [43]. Visser et al. [40] and Corbett et al. [36] prune the parts that are not 

related to temporal constraints and slice at the source code level. Since slicing is based on 

constraints, the effectiveness depends on the properties to be checked. Statements that do 

not manipulate any relations in properties will not be translated into the formula for 

checking. If constraints are so complex that all the relations show up, no statements will 

be pruned. The program-splitting algorithms evaluated in this thesis can still reduce 

workload to backend constraint solvers because the path partitioning algorithm is 

independent of constraints to be checked. Sound static analyses, such as traditional shape 

analysis [44, 31] and recent variants [45], provide correctness guarantees for all inputs 

and all execution paths irrespective of a bound.  However, they typically require 

additional user input in the form of additional predicates or loop invariants, which are not 

required for scope-bounded checking, which provides an under-approximation of the 

program under test. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

Scalability is a key challenge for scope-bounded checking. For non-trivial 

programs, the formulas translated from control-flow and data-flow can be quite complex 

and the ensuing heavy workload can choke the solvers. The purpose of this thesis was to 

develop and evaluate incremental approaches to scope-bounded checking of programs 

aimed at improving the scalability of bounded verification. Specifically, the recently 

developed Forge tool was considered, which performs modular bounded verification of 

methods written in object oriented languages by translating their whole computation 

graph into a set of relational constraints and solving the conjunction of these constraints 

with the negation of the specification constraints using off the shelf SAT solvers. 

A set of experiments of standard data structure methods of varying complexity 

(linked list, graph, binary search tree and red black tree), which are the backbone of a 

number of real world applications, were performed. The performance of the splitting 

approaches in terms of the time taken to find a solution was measured and compared with 

the traditional technique employed in Forge and a strategy representative of the widely 

used symbolic execution technique. Different parameters impacting the complexity of the 

analysis (both code complexity and number of structures on the heap) were taken into 

consideration and the scalability measured. Based on the results, it can be concluded that 

the technique which performs splitting of the computation graph of a method based on 

semantic information aids in the effective reduction of the solving times. This technique 

is mainly useful at higher complexities of the code, constraints and input domain size.  

The evaluation also throws light on the sliding rule of applying the strategies based on the 

complexity of the data structure and the method under consideration. For simple data 

structures at lower scopes, it might be better to use symbolic execution or traditional 
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Forge analysis in order to avoid the transformation overhead of splitting. For complex 

data structures with methods having complex logic and structural constraints, the splitting 

algorithms are likely to yield better results. For methods with simple to medium syntactic 

structure such as contains () and DAG sort(), applying BRANCH based splitting 

can suffice, but for methods with higher semantic and syntactic complexity, such as RBT 

insert, VARDEF strategy will likely perform better. 

Case studies were performed on methods of real world applications, which served 

to highlight some limitations of the incremental approaches, which couldn’t be gathered 

from the previous set of controlled experiments. Some important inferences regarding the 

utility and applicability of the incremental approaches were made and ideas for future 

work such as combination of specification and code slicing and an integrated application 

of the two splitting strategies were proposed. 

On the whole, this thesis served to design and perform an experimental evaluation 

to measure the scalability of bounded verification using Forge, which hasn’t been done in 

the past. The analysis and conclusions provide useful insights into how algorithms in the 

bounded verification domain need to be designed in order to address the key problem of 

scalability. 
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Appendices 

APPENDIX A:  LOOKUP NAME ALGORITHMS  

Figure A shows the algorithms for the Lookup Name method in the Intentional 

Naming system [14]. Figure A.1 shows the initial incorrect version of the algorithm. The 

algorithm takes as input a query tree rooted at value n and a database rooted at value T. It 

starts by creating a set S of all possible database records. For every child attribute (Ta) 

that matches with the child attribute of the query (na), the child values of the 

corresponding attribute is checked. If the value in the query (nv) is a wild-card, then for 

all child values of Ta, the database records mapped to the values rooted at that value are 

aggregated and intersected with the running set S. If not, then it is checked if there is a 

child value of Ta matching with the value specified in the query. If this value is the leaf 

node either in the query or in the database, then the corresponding database records and 

intersected with the running value S. If not, then the Lookup algorithm is invoked again 

recursively by passing the matched database value and the query value as the parameters. 

Figure A.2 shows the corrected version of the algorithm which was updated based 

on the counter-examples detected in [14]. This algorithm ensures that empty sets are 

returned whenever any query attribute or value doesn’t find a match in the database. It 

also ensures that the recursion is stopped only if the value is a leaf node in the query. If it 

is not a leaf node in the database, then all the records mapped to the values in the sub-tree 

rooted at that value are aggregated and intersected with the running set S. 
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Lookup-Name(T,n) 
    S <- the set of all possible records 
    for each av-pair p ≔ (na,nv) in n 
        Ta <- the child of T such that 
            Ta’s attribute = na’s attribute 
        if Ta = null 
            continue 
 
        if nv = *    //wild card matching 
            S’ <- empty-set 
            for each Tv which is a child of Ta 
                S’ <- S’ union (all of the records in 
                               subtree rooted at Tv) 
                S <- S intersection S’ 
        else        // normal matching 
            Tv <- the child of Ta such that 
                Tv’s value = nv’s value 
            if Tv is a leaf node or p is a leaf node 
                S <- S intersection (the records of Tv) 
            else 
                S <- S interestection Lookup-Name(Tv, p) 
    return S union (the records of T) 

Figure A.1: INS Lookup Name (Initial version)[14] 

Lookup-Name(T,n) 
    S <- the set of all possible records 
    for each av-pair p ≔ (na,nv) in n 
        Ta <- the child of T such that 
            Ta’s attribute = na’s attribute 
        if Ta = null 
            return empty-set 
        if nv = *    // wild card matching 
            S’ <- empty-set 
            for each Tv which is a child of Ta 
                S’ <- S’ union (all of the records in 
                subtree rooted at Tv and its subtrees) 
            S <- S intersection S’ 
        else        // normal matching 
            Tv <- the child of Ta such that 
                Tv’s value = nv’s value 
            if Tv = null 
                return empty-set 
            if p is a leaf node 
                S <- S intersection (all the records in 
                subtree rooted at Tv and its subtrees) 
            else 
                S <- S interestection Lookup-Name(Tv, p) 
    return S 

Figure A.2: INS Lookup Name (Correct Version)[14] 
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APPENDIX B: DATA MODEL AND COMPUTATION MODEL OF INS IN FORGE 

The relational data model (Figure B.1) was built using the Forge Intermediate 

Language (FIR) in Forge to represent the INS Naming Tree structure. It was defined by 

creating domains for every type in the INS system – Value, Attrib, AVTree, Records. 

Every field in each type was modeled as global relations, for instance, vnodes represented 

the set of all value elements in a tree and was declared as AVTree → Value, av 

represented the relation between a parent attribute and its child values (AVTree → Attrib 

→ Value). Special fields such as recs were declared for DB (singleton scalar of AVTree 

type) to map the value nodes of databases to records. Constraints were declared on the 

different domains and relations to define the structural invariants of the tree structure. 

The data flow and control flow of the lookup name algorithm were encoded by 

translating every Java statement into an equivalent relational operation on the data model 

defined earlier. FIR provides imperative programming constructs such as the use of 

loops, local variables and calls to other procedures aiding in explicit encoding of the 

control flow graph (CFG) of the procedure. The lookup name method was modeled as 

two procedures - lookup and recurlookup. The lookup procedure acted a front end 

interface which in turn invoked the recursive lookup procedure. This aided in generating 

scenarios to check claims/properties where lookup needed to be done on different 

databases and queries in specific orders and the intermediate results stored and matched. 

The main lookup method took in qryroot and dbroot values representing the root of the 

Qry and DB trees respectively. The result returned was the set of matched records. 

Recurlookup parsed through the depth of the tree by recursively invoking itself with 

values in each AV pair at the current level. The algorithms of the CFGs for the incorrect 

and correct version of Lookup-Name are provided in Figure B.2 and Figure B.3 

respectively. 
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Domains: 4 Instance domains to model all types in INS 
    Attrib – set of all attributes, 
    Value – set of all values (Wildcard & Root – scalars with a 
                               special unique value) 
    AVTree – set of all name trees (DB & Qry – subsets of AVTree) 
    Records – set f all records 
Relations: Every field of every type was defined as a relation 
           between types 
    General AVTree fields: 
        vnodes: AVTree → Value (set of all value nodes in a tree) 
        anodes: AVTree → Attrib (set of all attrib nodes in a tree) 
        va,av:  AVTree → Value → Attrib, AVTree → Attrib → Value 
        (relation between parent value & child attrib, vice versa) 
    Special DB fields: 
        records: AVTree → Records, recs: AVTree → Value → records 
                                   (maps value nodes of DB to records) 
    Constraints on AVTree: 
        vnodes = set of all values reachable from Root, 
        anodes = set of all attributes reachable from Root 
        va.join(Attrib) & av.join(Value.minus(Root)) = 1 
                          (every child maps to one parent) 
        Attrib.join(av) ≥ 1 (at least one child value per attrib) 
        Value.join(va) ≥ 0 (zero or more child attribs per value) 
        Acyclicity:  
        a: Attrib, a not in a.join(av.join(va).closure())for all a 
        v: Value, v not in v.join(va.join(av).closure()) for all v 
    Special Constraints on DB: 
        Wildcard not in DB.vnodes, some DB.join(recs).join(Records) 
        no Root.join(DB.join(recs)) 
        for every value node in DB, the intersection of its records  
        and those of its parent values is empty since all records are 
        mapped to the lowest value possible. 
        No common records in the subtrees of sibling values of an attrib 
    Special Constraints on Qry: 
        Attrib.join(av) = 1 (every attrib in a Qry has only 1 child value) 

Figure B.1: Data Model of INS in Forge 
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recurlookup (qryroot, dbroot): result 
//precond: qryroot = Value in qry, dbroot = Value in DB 

1. Add all records in DB to result. 
2. Get the set of child attribs of qryroot. 
3. If attribset empty 
4.     result = result union records mapped to dbroot.  

else 
5.     Convert attribset into an array. 
6.     Acces every attrib from the array (attvar). 
7.     Check if attvar is present in the set of child attribs of dbroot. 
8. If not, goto 20. 
9. If yes, get the chold value of attvar from qry (valvar). 
10. If valvar is a Wildcard 
11.     Get the set of child values for attvar from DB (child value set). 
12.     allrecs = set of all records mapped to child value set. 
13.     result = result intersection allrecs. 
14. else 
15.     Check if valvar is present in the set of child values of attvar 

    from DB. 
16.     If not, goto 20. 
17.     If yes, Check if valvar is a leaf node in the qry or DB 
18.         If yes, result = result intersection records mapped to valvar in 

DB. 
19.         If not, set valvar as qryroot,dbroot, call 

recurlookup(qryroot,dbroot) 
20. Remove attvar from attribset, goto 3. 

Figure B.2: Pseudo-Code of Lookup-Name in FIR (Initial version) 
 

recurlookup (qryroot, dbroot): result 
//precond: qryroot = Value in qry, dbroot = Value in DB 

1. Add all records in DB to result. 
2. Get the set of child attribs of qryroot. 
3. If attribset empty 
4.     return 

else 
5.     Convert attribset into an array. 
6.     Acces every attrib from the array (attvar). 
7.     Check if attvar is present in the set of child attribs of dbroot. 
8. If not, return empty set. 
9. If yes, get the chold value of attvar from qry (valvar). 
10. If valvar is a Wildcard 
11.     Get the set of child values for attvar from DB (child value set). 
12.     allrecs = set of all records mapped to SUBTREES rooted at child value 

set. 
13.     result = result intersection allrecs. 
14. else 
15.     Check if valvar is in the set of child values of attvar from DB. 
16.     If not, return empty set. 
17.     If yes, Check if valvar is a leaf node in the qry 
18.         If yes, result = result intersection records mapped to SUBTREEs   

  rooted at valvar in DB. 
19.         If not, set valvar as qryroot,dbroot, call  

  recurlookup(qryroot,dbroot) 
20. Remove attvar from attribset, goto 3. 

Figure B.3: Pseudo-Code of Lookup-Name in FIR (Corrected version) 
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APPENDIX C: PUBLISHED CLAIMS AND PROPERTIES (INS)  

The following properties and claims about the Intentional Naming System were 

explored in [14] using the Alloy tool. The same properties were checked using Forge and 

the corresponding counter-examples detected.  

Obvious (partial correctness) properties  

The services returned by a query should not conflict client’s requests. For 

instance, if top level attributes or values do not match, no records should be returned. The 

Figure C.1 shows a counter-example to this property thrown when tested with the 

incorrect version of lookup name method. 

 

Figure C.1: Attribute mismatch and Value mismatch counter-examples. 

Essential (partial correctness) properties  

This property establishes that addition of advertisements to a database shouldn’t 

reduce the number of service records returned for a conforming query on the earlier 

version of the database. Figure C.2 shows a counter-example to this property (ADD 

MONOTONICITY), thrown when tested with the incorrect version of lookup name 

method. 
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Figure C.2: Add Monotonicity property counter-example. 

Wildcard claim  

The claim states that any missing attribute is treated as a wildcard case i.e. the 

records returned by a query with a wildcard for one of its attribute is the same as that 

returned by another query with that particular attribute missing. Figure C.3 shows a 

counter-example to this claim (WC CLAIM), thrown when tested with the incorrect 

version of lookup name method. 

 

Figure C.3: WildCard claim property counter-example. 

Figure C.4 shows another counter-example to show that the incorrect lookup-

name algorithm can also lead to decrease in number of records for a query with wild card 
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as compared to the records returned by a query with the corresponding attribute missing 

(MISSING ATT RESTRICT check). 

 

Figure C.4: Missing Attribute Restrict property counter-example. 

Desirable Properties  

This property establishes that the clients should be able to retrieve services by 

providing partial descriptions. Figure C.5 shows counter-example to this property 

(PARTIAL QRY), thrown when tested with the incorrect version of lookup name method. 

 

Figure C.5: Partial Query Match property counter-example. 
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